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Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000 2 hours ago
As a @UBSSW student and chair of my local suicide prevention coalition, I'm so excited to learn what I can do to make us more effective as a community group! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @Kristen73023000: As a @UBSSW student and chair of my local suicide prevention coalition, I'm so excited to learn what I can do to make...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂️ @TheMattSchwartz 2 hours ago
Looking forward to tonight's #MacroSW chat :-) Please forgive the (soon to be) flurry of tweets!

greer. @bougieandfrugal 2 hours ago
@Kristen73023000 @UBSSW I'll try to answer any questions you have! Happy to help! #MacroSW

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090 2 hours ago
Hello everyone. My name is Batoul, and I am a senior at the University of Detroit Mercy. I will be participating in tonight’s chat! #MacroSW #Sw4999
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the extra tweets during the next hour, as we join the #MacroSW Chat! https://t.co/N71iOpTuQG
https://t.co/axoVvWspw2

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
Just realized it’s a #MacroSW night after I took drowsy medication. Let’s see how long I can hang out.

Michael L @buffaloM3L
Can’t wait to participate in tonight’s #macroSW chat! I apologize in advance for the higher than normal volume of tweets.

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#MacroSWK #SWK4999 Hello everyone my name is @lajoymorgan I am a student at University of Detroit mercy how is everyone doing tonight?#MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Who’s ready to #MacroSW?? We start in 2 minutes!
https://t.co/iPiuYueMi9

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich
MSW Student from UB joining the chat this evening! New to Twitter! Happy to be apart of this #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Who’s ready to #MacroSW?? We start in 2 minutes! https://t.co/iPiuYueMi9

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome back to #MacroSW Millersville!! Where else are our hard-working students and educators from tonight?
Kathryn @Kathryn61686713
Excited for my first twitter chat as a student in the MSW program @UBSSW #SW521 #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@karenzgoda #macrosw https://t.co/c3M2lZRLl4

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Who’s ready to #MacroSW?? We start in 2 minutes! https://t.co/iPiuYueMi9

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @karenzgoda #macrosw https://t.co/c3M2lZRLl4

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome back to #MacroSW Millersville!! Where else are our hard-working students and educators from tonight? https://t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @bougieandfrugal https://t.co/hZiQMVQ5KR

mera jawad @MeraJawad
#MacroSW Hello, I am Mera Jawad, a BSW student and my #SWK4999 class is participating in the chat tonight. 😊

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
We’ll go over some housekeeping items first, and then we will ask you to introduce yourself in just a bit. (Please tell what state you are in, and if you are a student – what college?) #macrosw
Melissa Vargas-Murguia @cerebronita
Hello, my name is Melissa Vargas-Murguia. I am an MSW student at CSUDH #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
Hi Everyone, my name is Calvin Williams and I am a MSW student at CSUDH #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Hello All, it's Dr. Joiner from #UniversityofDetroitMercy. I am excited to participate in tonight's Twitter Chat with my #SWK4999 (SWK Ethics & Digital Advocacy) class #MacroSW.

Michael L @buffaloM3L
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
First #MacroSW Twitter Chat? Here are some FAQs that can help you: https://t.co/b0LbmWynG0

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
Q1 using coalition in our community is something that is good idea and it works because you are combining different organizations and people together to get a job completed for the greater good of the community#SWK4999 #MacroSWK #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚡ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Be sure to use the hashtag #macrosw in all your tweets tonight, so we can see what you have to say! https://t.co/9i39iTudw3

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Kathryn61686713: Excited for my first twitter chat as a student in the MSW program @UBSSW #SW521 #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome back to #MacroSW Millersville!! Where else are our hard-working students and educators from tonight? https://t...

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
My name is Emily and I am a graduate student at UB MSW program! #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MeraJawad: #MacroSW Hello, I am Mera Jawad, a BSW student and my #SWK4999 class is participating in the chat tonight. 😊

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: We’ll go over some housekeeping items first, and then we will ask you to introduce yourself in just a bit. (Please tell what sta...
I'm Elizabeth Chandonait. Looking forward to my first Twitter chat! I'm a 2nd year UB MSW student. #macrosw

RT @cerebronita: Hello, my name is Melissa Vargas-Murguia. I am an MSW student at CSUDH #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

RT @CyberSocialWork: Hello All, it's Dr. Joiner from UniversityofDetroitMercy. I am excited to participate in tonight's Twitter Chat with...

As today is Valentine’s Day, you may see some V-Day memes throughout the chat– just a heads-up! #MacroSW https://t.co/M9wlh2fL0t

RT @UBSSW: First #MacroSW Twitter Chat? Here are some FAQs that can help you: https://t.co/b0LbmWynG0

I'm going to be tweeting just a bit more... #MacroSW is starting! https://t.co/D10jQamD0p

It's so cool that a swk class is engaging in a twitter chat together #SWK4999 #MacroSW

Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, asst professor @UMBC, tweeting from Maryland. Hi Pat!
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
Am I right in counting at least 4 schools here tonight???
#MacroSW https://t.co/6Fb6CkQbI4

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia  
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chat starts in 20 minutes! If you enjoy the chat, subscribe to the podcast! We recap what we covered, and give a p…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @UBSSW: Be sure to use the hashtag #macrosw in all your tweets tonight, so we can see what you have to say!
https://t.co/9i39iTudw3

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
The #MacroSW chat uses a Q and A format. So when tweeting in reply to Q 1 or Q2, please use A1 or A2 in your answer so we know what it’s in reference to. There can be 100s (or even 1000s!) of tweets and RTs (retweets) during a chat.

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt  
Hi #MacroSW - Linda here from Michigan

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂️ @TheMattSchwartz  
My name is Matt Schwartz and I am a @UBSSW Alum (#UBHornsUp). I’m in Public Practice as a Mental Health Counselor at a Not-For-Profit, and Private Practice for Macro & Solutions Focused Counseling. I’m also the Executive Director of @FoodGnomes :-) #MacroSW
Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow  
Hi, I'm Jen Underwood, a MSW student at UB - happy to be here!  
#macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings  
@CharlaYearwood you can do it!! #MacroSW  
https://t.co/FjemH2x4zh

Michael L @buffaloM3L  
My name is Michael and I’m a foundation year MSW student  
@UBSSW #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
YASSSSSSSSSS!! #MacroSW #ValentineDay

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
The volume can feel overwhelming. Don’t worry if you can’t keep up! And it’s OK to reply to another participant and not just to the questions. #MacroSW

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich  
01 To identify as a macro social worker means connecting with stakeholders, organizations and individuals in a community that has expressed a need for improvement. The social worker must assess strengths and weaknesses within the community and develop an action plan. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @karenzgoda: Am I right in counting at least 4 schools here tonight??? #MacroSW https://t.co/6Fb6CkQbI4

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
Welcome @UBSSW !! #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: The volume can feel overwhelming. Don’t worry if you can’t keep up! And it’s OK to reply to another participant and not just to...

RovingSocialWorker J. 📺 @Travel_MSW @CharlaYearwood Ditto #macroSw  an hour ago

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51  an hour ago
Ann-Marie in Ottawa Canada 🇨🇦 looking forward to tonight’s discussion #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  an hour ago
First, greetings to all the #MacroSW Chat Partners, who make this weekly chat possible: @karenzgoda @poliSW @VilissaThompson @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @spcummings https://t.co/623Y0q1OmR https://t.co/IV4IBQA58O

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  an hour ago
Detroit is in the House!! #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph  an hour ago
🌸 I’m Robert and I am an MSW Student at Stephen F. Austin in Nacogdoches TX @SwkSFA #MacroSW 😊

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: My name is Matt Schwartz and I am a @UBSSW Alum (#UBHornsUp). I'm in Public Practice as a Mental Health Counselor at a...

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork  an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: Who’s ready to #MacroSW?? We start in 2 minutes! https://t.co/iPiuYueMi9
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: The #MacroSW chat uses a Q and A format. So when tweeting in reply to Q 1 or Q2, please use A1 or A2 in your answer so we know w...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Popping on to say hello & I hope everyone is enjoying their Love Day. #MacroSW #ValentinesDay

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome @UBSSW !! #MacroSW https://t.co/JoyA7MMat2

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: We’ll go over some housekeeping items first, and then we will ask you to introduce yourself in just a bit. (Please tell what sta...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome @UBSSW !! #MacroSW https://t.co/JoyA7MMat2

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
The partners have established a brand-new benefit corporation with a social work mission, #MacroSW Inc. Read all about it here: https://t.co/m3Ajc9pXXQ https://t.co/hHBDaVNdza
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: First #MacroSW Twitter Chat? Here are some FAQs that can help you: https://t.co/b0LbmWynG0

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Detroit is in the House!! #MacroSW https://t.co/eeWzkHkpfs

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#swk4999 #MacroSW https://t.co/JjlSKtqhGR

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Students you won’t get credit for tweets not using #MacroSW 😬innacle 😬innacle

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍀 @spcummings
Quick programming note: be sure to wait for the host to ask the question (A1) before you answer (Q1...) #MacroSW https://t.co/2ZaPGn4VhD

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @UBSSW: First, greetings to all the #MacroSW Chat Partners, who make this weekly chat possible: @karenzgoda @poliSW @VilissaThompson @Su...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Students you won’t get credit for tweets not using #MacroSW 😞😞😞 https://t.co/7cy0OUt1R6

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🧸 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: The partners have established a brand-new benefit corporation with a social work mission, #MacroSW Inc. Read all about it here:...
Yoselin Cordon @cordon_yoselin
Hi my name is Yoselin Cordon and I am an MSW student at Dominguez Hills #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcumplings: Quick programming note: be sure to wait for the host to ask the question (A1) before you answer (Q1...)
#MacroSW https://t....

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/eCv9zspBN3

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcumplings
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Great degree combo - welcome to #MacroSW!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
And we want to give a shout out to our media partner, The New Social Worker Magazine @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/EgGCtXQ9kw

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@OfficialMacroSW Kemt checking in from Millersville U #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
J #TheRovingSocialWorker here. DSW student at WaldenU. Travel social worker. Tweeting from rainy PHX, AZ tonight. I'll prob be doing more reading than tweets. My back is spasming and I'm lying down early tonight #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: And we want to give a shout out to our media partner, The New Social Worker Magazine @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/EgG...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Now – please introduce yourself while we get started. #macrosw https://t.co/UUMjkufbvS

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Great degree combo - welcome to #MacroSW! https://t.co/uFxyWxaNtw

an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Students you won’t get credit for tweets not using #MacroSW 😞😞😞 https://t.co/7cy0OUt1R6

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: The #MacroSW chat uses a Q and A format. So when tweeting in reply to Q 1 or Q2, please use A1 or A2 in your answer so we know w...

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: The volume can feel overwhelming. Don’t worry if you can’t keep up! And it’s OK to reply to another participant and not just to...

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: First, greetings to all the #MacroSW Chat Partners, who make this weekly chat possible: @karenzgoda @poliSW @VilissaThompson @Su...

an hour ago

mera jawad @MeraJawad
#SWK4999 #MacroSW

an hour ago
Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Detroit is in the House!! #MacroSW https://t.co/eeWzkHkpfs

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: The partners have established a brand-new benefit corporation with a social work mission, #MacroSW Inc. Read all about it here:

an hour ago

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: And we want to give a shout out to our media partner, The New Social Worker Magazine @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/EgG...

an hour ago

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Great degree combo - welcome to #MacroSW! https://t.co/uFxyWxaNtw

an hour ago

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @bougieandfrugal Looking forward to the discussion tonight. It is very timely for a current project.
#macrosw

an hour ago

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @UBSSW: As today is Valentine’s Day, you may see some V-Day memes throughout the chat– just a heads-up! #MacroSW https://t.co/M9wlh2fL0t

an hour ago

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/eCv9zspBN3

an hour ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
So very pleased to have Greer Hamilton @bougieandfrugal as our guest expert on #coalitionbuilding tonight #macrosw - welcome!! https://t.co/9ealc0HeF8

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW  
RT @UBSSW: The partners have established a brand-new benefit corporation with a social work mission, #MacroSW Inc. Read all about it here:...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
We’re fast typers too! 💁‍♀️ @AlyssaLotmore! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
It’s Rachel hanging in the background tonight. I’m a #MacroSW partner and an advocacy and community outreach consultant #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @UBSSW: And we want to give a shout out to our media partner, The New Social Worker Magazine @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/EgG...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
Greer received her #MSW in 2016, and is now Community Impact Coordinator for the John F. Oishei Mobile Safety-Net Team (https://t.co/O8jiVIYcDA) based in Buffalo, NY. @OisheiFndtn #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @UBSSW: Now – please introduce yourself while we get started. #macrosw https://t.co/UUMjkufbV
@bougieandfrugal
Hi everyone! I’m Greer and I am excited to be chatting with you all tonight!!! I work at @MSNTJROF and @UBSSW. Coalition building is interesting and exciting and I’m glad to share my interest with you 😊#MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
Glad to be here for tonight's #MacroSW chat! I'm Zane May and I'm representing ACOSA from my home in Wichita, Kansas burrrrr it's about to snow :D

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: So very pleased to have Greer Hamilton @bougieandfrugal as our guest expert on #coalitionbuilding tonight #macrosw - welcome!! h...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
For those new to #MacroSW, I recommend using https://t.co/VX26iVGqEC to follow along "chat room" style :-) #ProTip

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: Greer received her #MSW in 2016, and is now Community Impact Coordinator for the John F. Oishei Mobile Safety-Net Team (https://...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Greer is also studying to be a doula, trained to provide guidance and support to a pregnant woman during labor. #MacroSW https://t.co/w8huPSB96P
RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW  an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: Greer received her #MSW in 2016, and is now Community Impact Coordinator for the John F. Oishei Mobile Safety-Net Team (https://...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW  an hour ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: Hi everyone! I’m Greer and I am excited to be chatting with you all tonight!!! I work at @MSNTJROF and @UBSSW. Coaliti...

mera jawad @MeraJawad  an hour ago
@CyberSocialWork #SWK4999 #MacroSW Hello Dr. Joiner 🌼

Noemi Torres @noemi_refuge  an hour ago
RT @SocialWorkItOut: Thrilled to see #HousingFirst spreading as a cost-effective, viable answer to #homelessness. A person can’t pick thems...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  an hour ago
Karen #MacroSW founder & social worker here in Boston! #swtech https://t.co/j1FFkvJh3U

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽ @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: Hi everyone! I’m Greer and I am excited to be chatting with you all tonight!!! I work at @MSNTJROF and @UBSSW. Coaliti...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: First, greetings to all the #MacroSW Chat Partners, who make this weekly chat possible: @karenzgoda @poliSW @VilissaThompson @Su...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
And more about Greer @bougieandfrugal on our Guest Experts page: https://t.co/Ozj0q9c3cU #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: For those new to #MacroSW, I recommend using https://t.co/VX26iVGqEC to follow along "chat room" style :-) #ProTip

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: Greer is also studying to be a doula, trained to provide guidance and support to a pregnant woman during labor. #MacroSW https://...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: Hi everyone! I’m Greer and I am excited to be chatting with you all tonight!!! I work at @MSNTJROF and @UBSSW. Coaliti...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: Karen #MacroSW founder & social worker here in Boston! #swtech https://t.co/j1FFkvJh3U

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@DavidLi63254383 Hi Dave, be sure to use #MacroSW in your tweets!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Greer received her #MSW in 2016, and is now Community Impact Coordinator for the John F. Oishei Mobile Safety-Net Team (https://...

Caitlin M Beck @SWCMBeck
Caitlin Beck here. JD/MSW at UB #MacroSW
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW  
an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: And more about Greer @bougieandfrugal on our Guest Experts page: https://t.co/Ozj0q9c3cU #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: So very pleased to have Greer Hamilton @bougieandfrugal as our guest expert on #coalitionbuilding tonight #macrosw - welcome!! h...

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: Karen #MacroSW founder & social worker here in Boston! #swtech https://t.co/j1FFkvJh3U

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479  
an hour ago
I'm Elizabeth and a 2nd year PT MSW student at UB. Happy to be here. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings  
an hour ago
Good evening! I'm Stephen, one of the #MacroSW partners and clinical assistant professor at the @UISchoolofSW https://t.co/FafpsJjKU5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
an hour ago
Hello West Chester University!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🏛️ @TheMattSchwartz  
an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: Greer received her #MSW in 2016, and is now Community Impact Coordinator for the John F. Oishei Mobile Safety-Net Team (https://...)

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW  
an hour ago
@spcummings @UISchoolofSW Soooo cold #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
That's awesome!! #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
As an undergrad student, I got involved in macro practice from a donation project & cloud computing w/ Google Drive 🌻 #MacroSW

Lisa @safetymom4
#macrosw Lisa here from millersville MSW program

kylie @kylie44164448
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Kylie, MSW Student, from Millersville University in PA! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
📸 📸 📸 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kylie44164448: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Kylie, MSW Student, from Millersville University in PA! #MacroSW

rebecca @rebecca42309992
Good evening! My name is Rebecca and I'm a student from New York at the University at Buffalo. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Question 1 is coming up! #MacroSW Loves #SocialWork
https://t.co/OrUIyg7on2

Zachary Alvarado @ZacharyAlvara17
Hows it going, my names Zachary Alvarado I am an MSW student at CSUDH. #CSUDHmsw501 #Macrosw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
@poliSW much thanks for the BCorp info! @FoodGnomes just incorporated as an LLC and is in the process of getting B-Cert!
#MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham
Ryan MSW/MSEM student from Millersville University #macrosw

Melissa Rose @Melissa_Fayd
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Hi everyone! I'm Melissa and I am a dual degree MSW/MPH studying at the University at Buffalo (NY).
#MacroSW

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
A BLACK DOULA 😍😍😍 #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @UBSSW: Question 1 is coming up! #MacroSW Loves #SocialWork https://t.co/OrUIyg7on2

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
RT @ZacharyAlvara17: How's it going, my names Zachary Alvarado I am an MSW student at CSUDH. #CSUDHmsw501 #Macrosw

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
Hey all! I'm Christina jumping in a few minutes late! I’m an alumna of @UBSSW & a school-based social worker doing #kidtherapy for a fab non-profit that contracts with schools #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
We promise all students who use #MacroSW in all their tweets get extra credit. https://t.co/P0s40n0IUS
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @CharlaYearwood: A BLACK DOULA 😊😊😊 #MacroSW
https://t.co/011hjFeuII

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: So very pleased to have Greer Hamilton @bougieandfrugal as our guest expert on #coalitionbuilding tonight #macrosw - welcome!!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Greer received her #MSW in 2016, and is now Community Impact Coordinator for the John F. Oishei Mobile Safety-Net Team (https://...)

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Greer is also studying to be a doula, trained to provide guidance and support to a pregnant woman during labor. #MacroSW https://...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@TheMattSchwartz @FoodGnomes Fantastic #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: And more about Greer @bougieandfrugal on our Guest Experts page: https://t.co/Ozj0q9c3cU #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We promise all students who use #MacroSW in all their tweets get extra credit.
https://t.co/P0s40n0lUS

Lisa @safetymom4
#macrosw Lisa from Millersville MSW program
UB-Social Work @UBSSW

Q1 What does it mean to be a macro social worker? #MacroSW
https://t.co/cLiDFHgTK8

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51

Have we had a question yet? Tick Tock 😊 #macrosw

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne

Caitlin, MSW student from Millersville University #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz

@poliSW @FoodGnomes Only a few months late with the thank you #INeedToKonMariMyEmailInbox but seriously, the information you sent was invaluable!! Much appreciated Frolleague (Friend+Colleague) :-) #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz

RT @OfficialMacroSW: We promise all students who use #MacroSW in all their tweets get extra credit. https://t.co/P0s40n0lUS

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia

RT @spcummings: Quick programming note: be sure to wait for the host to ask the question (A1) before you answer (Q1...) #MacroSW https://t.co/t....

Natalia Sequeira @natalia_seq

Hello my name is Natalia. I’m an MSW student from CSUDH. #macrosw #csudhmsw501

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93

A1. To address larger scale social problems through creating of social interventions aiming to affect change at various levels. #macrosw
Hey #MacroSW chatters, it’s Alyssa from @socialworkersfm! Unfortunately I can’t join tonight but I can’t wait to read the awesome chat transcript! @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/22vFL3In1N

RT @UBSSW: Question 1 is coming up! #MacroSW Loves #SocialWork https://t.co/OrUIyg7on2

We have a lie detector?? #MacroSW

A1 (part1): I always love asking and answering this question because it always changing. I thought macro sw could only be policy work or working in a nonprofit when I started. Currently I view my work and role as a macro social worker as... #MacroSW

RT @UBSSW: Q1 What does it mean to be a macro social worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/cLiDFHgTK8

A1 (part 2): ...someone who is trying to dismantle oppressive systems and to work alongside communities to create change. It’s a goal I don’t always meet but something I’m always striving towards. #MacroSW

RT @TheMattSchwartz: For those new to #MacroSW, I recommend using https://t.co/VX26iVGqEC to follow along "chat room" style :-) #ProTip
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CalvinWill_93: A1. To address larger scale social problems through creating of social interventions aiming to affect change at various...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @OfficialMacroSW If you're in Interventions I with Denise ask to see mine...it had multicolor, color coded tabs, highlights, and everything #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: Q1 What does it mean to be a macro social worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/cLiDFHgTK8

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @StrongGirl51: Have we had a question yet? Tick Tock 😊 #macrosw

ryphamMU @MuRypham @UBSSW To work in macro practice means to work at a systematic level. You focus on the big picture and how to influence the broader society #macroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @poliSW @FoodGnomes Only a few months late with the thank you #INeedToKonMariMyEmailInbox but seriously, the informati...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part1): I always love asking and answering this question because it always changing. I thought macro sw could only...
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW  
RT @natalia_seq: Hello my name is Natalia. I’m an MSW student from CSUDH. #macrosw #csudhmsw501

Kemt @Kemt45669330  
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Macro social puts emphasis on understanding and improving the broad systems in which we live. Some of the systems may include schools, government, legal systems, health care, poverty, social justice, employment and more. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚈ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @UBSSW: Q1 What does it mean to be a macro social worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/cLiDFHgTK8

greer. @bougieandfrugal  
A1 (part 3): one podcast I am super into right now and shares similar questions I have about the role of social workers in the communitys is @DecolonizeSW. My favorite question they pose is “who gets to be a social worker?”. In macro social work we may work a lot…. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 2): ...someone who is trying to dismantle oppressive systems and to work alongside communities to create chan...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @MuRypham: @UBSSW To work in macro practice means to work at a systematic level. You focus on the big picture and how to influence the b...
greer. @bougieandfrugal
A1 (part 4): w/residents and when doing so we need to consider how we as macro social workers may prevent community participation because of professionalization. I think coalitions are one way to share information and experiences. It keeps me humble and an active learner #MacroSw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CalvinWill_93: A1. To address larger scale social problems through creating of social interventions aiming to affect change at various...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MuRypham: @UBSSW To work in macro practice means to work at a systematic level. You focus on the big picture and how to influence the b...

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A1 Macro- level social work involves interventions and advocacy on a large scale affecting communities, states or even countries. It helps clients by intervening in large systems that may seem beyond the reach of individuals. #MacroSw #Sw4999

Kristen Torres @KristenTorresDC
👍 not a student, but MSW and policy wonk creeping on the #MacroSW chat tonight! 🌐🌍

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part1): I always love asking and answering this question because it always changing. I thought macro sw could only...
Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A1: Being a macro social worker means advocating on behalf of organizations, communities, and policies. This is not limited to working to provide systematic change. #macromatters! #MacroSW #Sw4999

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 2): ...someone who is trying to dismantle oppressive systems and to work alongside communities to create chan...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: Q1 What does it mean to be a macro social worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/cLiDFHgTK8

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 2): ...someone who is trying to dismantle oppressive systems and to work alongside communities to create chan...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW To asses the non functioning systems within a community and develop solutions WITH community leaders #MacroSW

Kathryn @Kathryn61686713
A1 Macro social work works to change systems that are not meeting the needs of the community. #macrosw

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
RT @Batoul9090: A1: Being a macro social worker means advocating on behalf of organizations, communities, and policies. This is not limited...
Yoselin Cordon @cordon_yoselin
A1. To work at the community and systems level to implement change with communities. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: For those new to #MacroSW, I recommend using https://t.co/VX26iVGqEC to follow along "chat room" style :-) #ProTip

NinaN @NinaN35519745
A1. Macro social workers create and improve policies regarding social change. They also work to affect change in their community rather than working face to face with individuals. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽ @TheMattSchwartz
A1 It means to work on the policy level, representing and advocating for the needs expressed at the mezzo, and macro levels through the use of evidence based practice, and data; #MacroSW

Melissa Vargas-Murguia @cerebronita
A1: To work with different communities and lead, advocate, organize, plan, lobby, and help create or change policy. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
😬😬😬 #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@UBSSW A1: Macro social work involves working at a systems level, whether it involves policy work, advocacy, community organizing, or in an administrative capacity in an organization. #macroSW
Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
@UBSSW A macro social worker is someone who helps work with policy makers and looks at the overall picture of social work and how laws can effect the micro and meso level #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters, it’s Alyssa from @socialworkersfm! Unfortunately I can't join tonight but I can’t wait to read th...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @Kathryn61686713: A1 Macro social work works to change systems that are not meeting the needs of the community.
#macrosw

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @artyia95: A1 Macro- level social work involves interventions and advocacy on a large scale affecting communities, states or even countr...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 3): one podcast I am super into right now and shares similar questions I have about the role of social worker...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Melissa_Fayd: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Hi everyone! I'm Melissa and I am a dual degree MSW/MPH studying at the University at Buffalo (NY...

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
I'm late, I'm late - Tom Felke from Florida Gulf Coast University checking in for #MacroSW https://t.co/HR4JLu3nk6
Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@UBSSW Macro SW is looking at overarching policies, systems, and communities, and working to address larger scale problems among a community, organize and lead organizations, advocate for legislative changes, etc. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8
@UBSSW Q1: Macro social workers work with large groups of people, communities, cities and major institutions, not typically clinical work. They also need to be knowledgeable about policies, current events, and advocate for policy change. #MacroSW

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
RT @cerebronita: A1: To work with different communities and lead, advocate, organize, plan, lobby, and help create or change policy. #Macro...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CalvinWill_93: A1. To address larger scale social problems through creating of social interventions aiming to affect change at various...

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
A1 bringing your own swk skills to help communities of people and help a town, city, nation or tribe (& more) + grow in their well-being at all levels 🌻 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 4): w/residents and when doing so we need to consider how we as macro social workers may prevent community pa...
rebecca @rebecca42309992
A1. Working in macro social work means engaging with the communities to initiate change. It doesn't focus only on small institutions. #MacroSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A1 Macro social workers take on the role of addressing issues that micro/mezzo social workers experience. They focus on the larger system that affects those within their community, as well as those in their state and/or country #MacroSW

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@bougieandfrugal I want to dismantle oppressive systems but I'm afraid I'm not assertive enough. Is there an introvert way? #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad
A1. A macro social worker works with large groups of people, communities, cities, major institutions and agencies. Macro social workers serve many different roles, such as leadership, research, organization and management of large agencies, etc. #MacroSW #SWK4999

RovingSocialWorker J.🎙 @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 😳😳😳#MacroSW https://t.co/2FTa2GGHZB

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@TheMattSchwartz Glad to be a macro social worker alongside you #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hello, joining late and I'll just be lurking #macrosw
lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
Q1 #SWK4999It means to work with the community level, but it also overlaps with mezzo and micro levels of social work, when you really get down to it. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: Hey all! I’m Christina jumping in a few minutes late! I’m an alumna of @UBSSW & a school-based social worker doing #kidthe...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
A1.2 it also means to work with across communities, in order to create networks for sharing information, and to foster change, while still managing to empower and amplify voices other than your own #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW A1: A macro social worker is anyone who considers the larger picture in their social work practice. #macrosw

cdt133 @cdt133
A1: Looking at and working to improve systemic issues. Writing and implementing policies aimed at creating economic, environmental and social justice and equality. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeraJawad: A1. A macro social worker works with large groups of people, communities, cities, major institutions and agencies. Macro soc...
kylie @kylie44164448
@UBSSW A1- Policy reform and creation, political engagement, constructing agencies from the ground up, systems work, Community advocacy efforts, social justice on a system and community level! #Macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Kristen73023000: @bougieandfrugal I want to dismantle oppressive systems but I'm afraid I'm not assertive enough. Is there an introvert...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeraJawad: A1. A macro social worker works with large groups of people, communities, cities, major institutions and agencies. Macro soc...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A1: A macro social worker is anyone who considers the larger picture in their social work practice. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Hello, joining late and I'll just be lurking #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚑ @TheMattSchwartz @bougieandfrugal #MacroSW https://t.co/QoAWzFag4X

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A1- Focusing on the development and implementation of social interventions at city, state and national levels. #macrosw
greer. @bougieandfrugal
@Kristen73023000 As an introvert myself I would say yes!!! There is a benefit to not always being the most talkative person in the room #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: I'm late, I'm late - Tom Felke from Florida Gulf Coast University checking in for #MacroSW https://t.co/HR4JLu3nk6

Zachary Alvarado @ZacharyAlvara17
A1: To be a Macro SW means utilizing knowledge of Community needs and legislative procedure/ advocacy in order to address social justice concerns. #MacroSW

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich
As a macro social worker connecting with stakeholders, organizations and individuals in a community that has expressed a need for improvement. Through a community assessment strengths and weaknesses can be identified and an action plan can be developed. #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q1 a macro social worker focuses on the community level & policy implementation. They carry-out researches to assess the needs community members and see how best they can implement different policies and garner different resources that could help the community #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @bougieandfrugal: @TheMattSchwartz Glad to be a macro social worker alongside you #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @bougieandfrugal: @TheMattSchwartz Glad to be a macro social worker alongside you #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
@Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Yes! Dismantling systems is not always about rabble rousing, it is about thinking about the larger picture in all of your interactions. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 it also means to work with across communities, in order to create networks for sharing information, and to foster...

Bridget @Bckhoss  
@UBSSW A macro social worker focuses on social change at a societal level. Whether that be community organizing, economic development, legislative action or policy formulation. Macro level practice is the effort put forth to achieve social change for a larger scale of people #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @kylie44164448: @UBSSW A1- Policy reform and creation, political engagement, constructing agencies from the ground up, systems work, Com...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @cdt133: A1: Looking at and working to improve systemic issues. Writing and implementing policies aimed at creating economic, environmen...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479  
A1-Understanding people and social policy in the context of a larger picture environment. #macrosw
Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@bougieandfrugal Love this! My coalition does this currently because we have our meetings at a time when only professionals will attend! #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A1: Macro social workers advocate for change on a larger scale. These social workers may be involved in creating new laws or petitioning the government for money for the community. #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
A1: weaving theory into policy, dismantling white supremacy/patriarchy piece by piece, day to day #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 For me I’ve found that I am an introvert that acts as an extrovert which is a good balance. Because silence is common and you have to be comfortable with it. Which I’ve found being an introvert helps with #MacroSW

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@nancy_kusmaul @bougieandfrugal Thanks @nancy_kusmaul! That seems do-able!!! #MacroSW

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
A1: Engaging in one's sphere of practice while considering the broadest range of influences impacting the participant/group/community. #macrosw

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 What I would say from personal experience is learn when to take breaks! People/community work can tire you out fast! #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Love to see all the students here - and you've done your homework!! #macroSW https://t.co/iLsdMswe5c

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: @Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 For me I've found that I am an introvert that acts as an extrovert which is a good b...

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Peer to peer Friend to friend Family member to family member That's where change happens. Don't seek to save others. Focus on healing yourself and your circle so that the perpetuation of systemic barriers is removed and oppressed folks can flourish. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: @Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 For me I've found that I am an introvert that acts as an extrovert which is a good b...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: @Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 For me I've found that I am an introvert that acts as an extrovert which is a good b...

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
RT @UBSSW: Love to see all the students here - and you've done your homework!! #macroSW https://t.co/iLsdMswe5c

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A1: weaving theory into policy, dismantling white supremacy/patriarchy piece by piece, day to day #MacroSW
Kemt @Kemt45669330 @UBSSW Agree. As macro Social workers we may engage in projects such as researching social issues, developing and managing programs for those in need, advocating for the needs of certain populations & educating the community. #macrosw

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph I am part of a new student organization and we are working hard in raising funds for a local LGBTQ+ cause in my community. We are producing a new drag show and our funds will be donated to the LGBTQ+ cause #threedollarbillclub ⚜ #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @CharlaYearwood: @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Peer to peer Friend to friend Family member to family member That's where change happ...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479 @UBSSW Woohoo! #macrosw

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal @Kathryn61686713 Thank you! I love that there's a place for us too! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @cdt133: A1: Looking at and working to improve systemic issues. Writing and implementing policies aimed at creating economic, environmen...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A1: A macro social worker is anyone who considers the larger picture in their social work practice. #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kylie44164448: @UBSSW A1- Policy reform and creation, political engagement, constructing agencies from the ground up, systems work, Com...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Yes! Dismantling systems is not always about rabble rousing, it is about thinking ab...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@CharlaYearwood @Kristen73023000 #MacroSW
https://t.co/mP5Ot8iDUc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MuRypham: @UBSSW To work in macro practice means to work at a systematic level. You focus on the big picture and how to influence the b...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: For those new to #MacroSW, I recommend using https://t.co/VX26iVGqEC to follow along "chat room" style :-) #ProTip

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 3): one podcast I am super into right now and shares similar questions I have about the role of social worker...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I’m Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
an hour ago
 RT @bougieandfrugal: A1 (part 4): w/residents and when doing so we need to consider how we as macro social workers may prevent community pa...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
an hour ago
 RT @MarshAlesia: Hey all! I’m Christina jumping in a few minutes late! I’m an alumna of @UBSSW & a school-based social worker doing #kidthe...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
 RT @Kemt45669330: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Macro social puts emphasis on understanding and improving the broad systems in which we live. Som...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
an hour ago
 RT @Travel_MSW: A1: weaving theory into policy, dismantling white supremacy/patriarchy piece by piece, day to day #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
an hour ago
 RT @Kemt45669330: @UBSSW Agree. As macro Social workers we may engage in projects such as researching social issues, developing and managin...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚆ @TheMattSchwartz  
an hour ago
@bougieandfrugal @Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 At our @FoodGnomes meeting tonight, we talked about Compassion Fatigue, and the need to do some good Self Care https://t.co/Uy8wxtRx8K #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
 RT @artyia95: A1 Macro-level social work involves interventions and advocacy on a large scale affecting communities, states or even countr...
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
Hello! Tiffany Flowers checking in from UDMercy! #SWK4999 #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: @CharlaYearwood @Kristen73023000 #MacroSW https://t.co/mP5Ot8iDUc

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@MarshAlesia @UBSSW Welcome back to #MacroSW! https://t.co/noGFNe9MX0

an hour ago

Melissa Rose @Melissa_Fayd
@bougieandfrugal I always considered myself an introvert, but as I find my passions and grow more confident in what I am saying I am finding a lot of *extrovert things* easier. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Bckhoss: @UBSSW A macro social worker focuses on social change at a societal level. Whether that be community organizing, economic deve...

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Yes!
Dismantling systems is not always about rabble rousing, it is about thinking ab...

an hour ago

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSK
I break up my #MicroSW gig with #MacroSW projects. That's my selfcare.... https://t.co/EWA262j6z3

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MeraJawad: A1. A macro social worker works with large groups of people, communities, cities, major institutions and agencies. Macro soc...

an hour ago

mera jawad @MeraJawad
@bougieandfrugal @Kristen73023000 #SWK4999 #MacroSW Hello Greer, I agree with what you said about not always being the most talkative person, sometimes its a benefit to listen and observe instead.

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A1: A macro social worker is anyone who considers the larger picture in their social work practice. #macrosw

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @Sherene07494576: Q1 a macro social worker focuses on the community level & policy implementation. They carry-out researches to assess t...

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Hello, joining late and I'll just be lurking #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: I break up my #MicroSW gig with #MacroSW projects. That's my selfcare.... https://t.co/EWA262j6z3

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: I'm late, I'm late - Tom Felke from Florida Gulf Coast University checking in for #MacroSW https://t.co/HR4JLu3nk6

an hour ago
Sherene @Sherene07494576
@TheMattSchwartz I do agree with this statement. Without the community being empowered then there will be much more resistance to change. Macro social workers help to facilitate the empowerment process and education of the people which can reduce resistance to change. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kristen73023000: @bougieandfrugal @Kathryn61686713
Thank you! I love that there’s a place for us too! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @alolyph: I am part of a new student organization and we are working hard in raising funds for a local LGBTQ+ cause in my community. We...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @UBSSW Agree. As macro Social workers we may engage in projects such as researching social issues, developing and managing...

Caitlin M Beck @SWCMBeck
A1: I guess for me it means finding the roots of a client's legal issues. In other words, I want to solve the immediate problem for a client, but I also want to know how to eliminate the causes of that problem for all similar clients #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @bougieandfrugal @Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 At our @FoodGnomes meeting tonight, we talked about Compassion Fati...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlaYearwood: @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Peer to peer Friend to friend Family member to family member That’s where change happen...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @MarshAlesia @UBSSW Welcome back to #MacroSW! https://t.co/noGFNe9MX0

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
Good to know... I have a tendency to worry about my ability to do #MacroSW because I’m an introvert!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@SocWrkDoc @UBSSW Welcome back Tom!! #MacroSW https://t.co/qO41lwBqEj

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Melissa_Fayd: @bougieandfrugal I always considered myself an introvert, but as I find my passions and grow more confident in what I am...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: @TheMattSchwartz Glad to be a macro social worker alongside you #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: @Kathryn61686713 @Kristen73023000 What I would say from personal experience is learn when to take breaks! People/commu...
Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
for some communities, utilizing smartphone tech can be a good way to achieve + social change at the macro level because many people have phones/tech #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 it also means to work with across communities, in order to create networks for sharing information, and to foster...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW Chat! I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW and tonight we’ll be discussing coalition building with Greer Hamilton @...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@Travel_MSW #Saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaame #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Love to see all the students here - and you've done your homework!! #macroSW https://t.co/iLsdMswe5c

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A1: weaving theory into policy, dismantling white supremacy/patriarchy piece by piece, day to day #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@Melissa_Fayd Agreed! As I’ve learned more, grown more confident, and trusted myself/abilities things have gotten easier #MacroSW
Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
RT @SWCMBeck: A1: I guess for me it means finding the roots of a client's legal issues. In other words, I want to solve the immediate probl...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@SWCMBeck I am so looking forward to voting for you for POTUS one day...or seeing you on SCOTUS... #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Travel_MSW @UBSSW Great to see you at #MacroSW tonight!!
https://t.co/eNCf0PT65K

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
And run for office! #MacroSw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EmilyTout96: Good to know... I have a tendency to worry about my ability to do #MacroSW because I'm an introvert!
https://t.co/TYuGgAiW...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Macro social puts emphasis on understanding and improving the broad systems in which we live. Som...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @artyia95: A1 Macro- level social work involves interventions and advocacy on a large scale affecting communities, states or even countr...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SWCMBeck: A1: I guess for me it means finding the roots of a client's legal issues. In other words, I want to solve the immediate probl...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@EmilyTout96 They need us! My job is an office full of introverts doing only coalition building work! #MacroSw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: I break up my #MicroSW gig with #MacroSW projects. That's my selfcare.... https://t.co/EWA262j6z3

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q2 coming up in 2 minutes!! #MacroSW https://t.co/MP4lcN2EBa

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @alolyph: I am part of a new student organization and we are working hard in raising funds for a local LGBTQ+ cause in my community. We...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CharlaYearwood: @Kristen73023000 @bougieandfrugal Peer to peer Friend to friend Family member to family member That’s where change happ...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW To asses the non functioning systems within a community and develop solutions WITH community l...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KristenTorresDC: 👥 not a student, but MSW and policy wonk creeping on the #MacroSW chat tonight! 👥
mera jawad @MeraJawad
@alolyph SWK4999 MacroSW Hello Robert, that sounds like an awesome organization and for a great cause. #LGBTQ

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: Q2 coming up in 2 minutes!! #MacroSW
https://t.co/MP4lcN2EBa

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000 an hour ago
@Melissa_Fayd @bougieandfrugal Hooray! There’s hope for me yet! #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@emschaffstall And it’s hard to be uncomfortable! Why would you want to!? But it’s worth it! #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309 an hour ago
A1: Like a lot have already chimed in, macro social workers work at a community and system level. #MacroSW SWK4999

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @alolyph: for some communities, utilizing smartphone tech can be a good way to achieve + social change at the macro level because many...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWCMBeck: A1: I guess for me it means finding the roots of a client's legal issues. In other words, I want to solve the immediate probl...

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@PolicyDrSchmidt That's my plan at some point! #macroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EmilyTout96: Good to know... I have a tendency to worry about my ability to do #MacroSW because I'm an introvert! https://t.co/TYuGgAIW...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Who is on top of all these tweets?? #NotMe #MacroSW https://t.co/rAu7tiREjC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: And run for office! #MacroSw https://t.co/LcAqd237qH

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @Travel_MSW @UBSSW Great to see you at #MacroSW tonight!! https://t.co/eNCf0PT65K

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Q2 coming up in 2 minutes!! #MacroSW https://t.co/MP4lcN2EBa

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
RT @HaloWeenRainbow: A1: Engaging in one’s sphere of practice while considering the broadest range of influences impacting the participant/...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW To assess the non functioning systems within a community and develop solutions WITH community l...
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYERS
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A1: A macro social worker is anyone who considers the larger picture in their social work practice. #macrosw

Andrew_S_Hatton @Andrew_S_Hatton
RT @KristenTorresDC: 👶 not a student, but MSW and policy wonk creeping on the #MacroSW chat tonight! 🎊🎉

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW Macro SW is looking at overarching policies, systems, and communities, and working to address larger scale problems...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: @emschaffstall And it’s hard to be uncomfortable! Why would you want to!? But it’s worth it! #MacroSW

Andrew_S_Hatton @Andrew_S_Hatton
RT @UBSSW: Q2 coming up in 2 minutes!! #MacroSW https://t.co/MP4lcN2EBa

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW "How you doing".. #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
Yes please do! If you are in Buffalo DM me I know some trainings going on! #macroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤝 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Who is on top of all these tweets?? #NotMe #MacroSW https://t.co/rAu7tiREjC
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 It means to work on the policy level, representing and advocating for the needs expressed at the mezzo, and macro level...

an hour ago

mellisa thompson @mmt98

A1: investigates broad large scale social problems and works with those impacted to develop large scale solutions #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

Q2 What is coalition building? #MacroSW https://t.co/waQXPANryT

an hour ago

Caitlin M Beck @SWCMBeck

@TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW you are so kind and supportive, Matt! I'll be voting for you first though :-)

an hour ago

kiddlebee @kiddlebee2

A1: A macro social worker has several roles from an organizer, leader, planner, advocator, to lobbier, with the goal of creating functional and healthy communities. #macrosw

an hour ago

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95

A2 : Coalition building Is the process by which parties such as individuals, organizations or nations come together to form a coalition. #Macrosw #Sw4999

an hour ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal

A2 (part 1): There different types of coalitions and structures. For my organization our coalition building model focuses on developing/facilitating community based coalitions (placed based) where we act as a convened for community stakeholders. #MacroSW

an hour ago
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Q2 What is coalition building? #MacroSW
https://t.co/waQXPANryT

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: Q2 What is coalition building? #MacroSW
https://t.co/waQXPANryT

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mmt98: A1: investigates broad large scale social problems and works with those impacted to develop large scale solutions #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmt98: A1: investigates broad large scale social problems and works with those impacted to develop large scale solutions #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A2 (part 2): As facilitators and conveners, coalition building looks like is providing the administrative support, guidance/strategic planning support, serving as neutral actors between orgs that may typically not work together, and developing new partnerships. #MacroSW https://t.co/n45o3nHpFl

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ @spcummings
Q2 is live! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kiddlebee2: A1: A macro social worker has several roles from an organizer, leader, planner, advocator, to lobbier, with the goal of cr...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @kareinzgoda
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: And run for office! #MacroSw
https://t.co/LcAqd237qH

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW Macro SW is looking at overarching policies, systems, and communities, and working to address larger scale problems...

an hour ago

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
A2. An alliance of individuals connected towards a common goal to create effective change in the communities they serve.
#macrosw

an hour ago

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
A1: Engaging in one’s sphere of practice while considering the broadest range of influences impacting the client/group/community. #macrosw

an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Q2 What is coalition building? #MacroSW
https://t.co/waQXPANryT

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Who is on top of all these tweets?? #NotMe #MacroSW https://t.co/rAu7tiREjC

an hour ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 1): There different types of coalitions and structures. For my organization our coalition building model focu...

an hour ago
Kemt @Kemt45669330  an hour ago
@UBSSW A coalition is a temporary alliance or partnering of groups in order to achieve a common purpose or to engage in joint activity. Coalition building is the process by which parties (individuals, organizations or nations) come together to form a coalition. #macrosw

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479  an hour ago
A2-An alliance or partnering of individuals formed to achieve a common purpose. #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J.® @Travel_MSW  an hour ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 2): As facilitators and conveners, coalition building looks like is providing the administrative support, gui...

Melissa Rose @Melissa_Fayd  an hour ago
@alolyph @OfficialMacroSW That is a great name for and LGBTQ+ org and a fantastic cause. #MacroSW

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood  an hour ago
I'm 1000% an introvert but that has no impact on my commitment to macro practice. #MacroSW isn’t just yelling at rallies and protest. It’s writing congresspersons, conducting research, planning events, there’s so much to be done.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  an hour ago
A2: Coalition building is bringing together seemingly disparate individuals or groups around a common issue or cause. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  an hour ago
Yep, check out #swtech too! #MacroSW
Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A2: Coalition building is the process in which individuals such as social workers, come together to form a coalition. #MacroSW #Sw4999

mera jawad @MeraJawad
A2. Coalition building is a process where individuals, organizations, political parties or nations come together and agree to work together temporarily in a partnership to achieve a common goal #MacroSW #SWK4999

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 1): There different types of coalitions and structures. For my organization our coalition building model focu...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @artyia95: A2 : Coalition building Is the process by which parties such as individuals, organizations or nations come together to form a...

Emily Schaffstall @emschaffstall
@UBSSW It is a partnership of two groups who come together to work for a common purpose. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 1): There different types of coalitions and structures. For my organization our coalition building model focu...

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
I'm not very sure what a coalition is, it sounds like a group of people for a singular cause 🗣 #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 1): There different types of coalitions and structures. For my organization our coalition building model focu...

Kathryn @Kathryn61686713
A2 Building a team of individuals or organizations with like minds or similar goals. Bringing together different perspectives and resources to confront a community issue #MacroSW

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
RT @SWCMBeck: A1: I guess for me it means finding the roots of a client's legal issues. In other words, I want to solve the immediate probl...

Melissa Vargas-Murguia @cerebronita
A2: Group efforts in developing, changing, or dismantling a program, policy, or issue. #MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham
@UBSSW Coalition building is the process of taking differential ideas and forming a singular goal through the process of mutual agreement and progress #MacroSW

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A2- People working together towards a goal or to influence a certain outcome. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @buffaloM3L: @UBSSW A1: Macro social work involves working at a systems level, whether it involves policy work, advocacy, community org...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
I spy someone who already did the extra credit... 🌹🌹🌹
#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @emschaffstall: @UBSSW A macro social worker is someone who helps work with policy makers and looks at the overall picture of social wor...

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
A2: Individuals or groups unifying around a shared interest to create change. #macrosw

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@UBSSW A2: Coalition building is an effort to bring together and mobilize organizations and groups under one umbrella to aid to serving common goals. #macroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW I got excited when thinking about this chat and decided to give all the info #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Coalition building is bringing together seemingly disparate individuals or groups around a common issue or cause. #...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlaYearwood: I'm 1000% an introvert but that has no impact on my commitment to macro practice. #MacroSW isn't just yelling at rallie...
Sherene @Sherene07494576  
Q2: Based on my understanding of coalition-building it is implementing a temporary community organization and the people coming together having common goals and problem solving #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @Kemt45669330: @UBSSW A coalition is a temporary alliance or partnering of groups in order to achieve a common purpose or to engage in j...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @CalvinWill_93: A2. An alliance of individuals connected towards a common goal to create effective change in the communities they serve....

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢ @TheMattSchwartz  
A2 Coalition Building is bringing together activists, concerned citizens, stakeholders, agencies, and organizations around a shared objective for social change, empowerment, or justice, despite different missions or disagreements over other issues or politics #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
Sometimes temporary coalitions are called interagency collaborations. #MacroSW

Yoselin Cordon @cordon_yoselin  
A2. The process for which parties come together for a common goal #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer  
@UBSSW Community leaders and organizers working together to improve the community. #MacroSW
cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8
@UBSSW Q2: Coalition building is a process by which individuals, organizations, and communities come together to form a group in order to achieve a common purpose #MacroSW

Bridget @Bckhoss
@UBSSW Coalition building is the coming together for the purpose of achieving a common goal #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CharlaYearwood: I'm 1000% an introvert but that has no impact on my commitment to macro practice. #MacroSW isn't just yelling at rallie...

cdt133 @cdt133
A2: A process that involves identifying the groups and individuals who are invested in an issue, bringing them together, and creating shared goals and objectives. Then working together. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A2: This organization started out as a group of individuals interested in a common cause. https://t.co/NdojPAan8g #macrosw

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@PolicyDrSchmidt Sounds good! Thanks!!! #macroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 Coalition Building is bringing together activists, concerned citizens, stakeholders, agencies, and organizations ar...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW I got excited when thinking about this chat and decided to give all the info #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: @Melissa_Fayd Agreed! As I’ve learned more, grown more confident, and trusted myself/abilities things have gotten easi...

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich an hour ago
Coalition building involves organization of individuals who have a common vision, ideas, values, motivation for change and principles that empower the group and improve a community/services provided. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul an hour ago
RT @buffaloM3L: @UBSSW A2: Coalition building is an effort to bring together and mobilize organizations and groups under one umbrella to ai...

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra @MuRypham @UBSSW Yes we can view of broader society that helps to address the problems #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J.🎙 @Travel_MSW an hour ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: This organization started out as a group of individuals interested in a common cause. https://t.co/NdojPAan8g #macr...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: I spy someone who already did the extra credit... 🧣🧣🧣 #MacroSW https://t.co/YOx06b5xD3
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: Sometimes temporary coalitions are called interagency collaborations. #MacroSW https://t.co/dkMW23DQiN

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: I spy someone who already did the extra credit... 🧐عدل #MacroSW https://t.co/YOxO6b5xD3

Lisa @safetymom4 an hour ago
@UBSSW A2 Engaging a core group of individuals or organization reps who have a common interest, working towards a common goal. By brainstorming and pooling resources, this group has combined strengths in policy making & community change that they would not have as individuals. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
RT @artyia95: A2 : Coalition building Is the process by which parties such as individuals, organizations or nations come together to form a...

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne an hour ago
A2: Coalition building is when individuals (or organizations) come together for a common purpose and form a coalition. Coming together allows those people or groups to become more powerful together than they would be alone. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
RT @alolyph: for some communities, utilizing smartphone tech can be a good way to achieve + social change at the macro level 📱 because many...
kylie @kylie44164448
A1. 2. It also means being able to identify policy “trends” and that the United States is a very reactive country when it comes to policy creation and reform! Let’s start being proactive in our systems! #MacroSW

Tanallynn Johnson @JohnsonTanalynn
Q2: partnership between different individuals and groups to swerve a common goal. #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @CalvinWill_93: A2. An alliance of individuals connected towards a common goal to create effective change in the communities they serve....

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@CharlaYearwood I am super introverted but good on Twitter - make it work for you! #MacroSW https://t.co/dezY6TFKkp

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @artyia95: A2 : Coalition building Is the process by which parties such as individuals, organizations or nations come together to form a...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @safetymom4: @UBSSW A2 Engaging a core group of individuals or organization reps who have a common interest, working towards a common go...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Coalition building is bringing together seemingly disparate individuals or groups around a common issue or cause. #m...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @Melissa_Fayd: @alolyph @OfficialMacroSW That is a great name for and LGBTQ+ org and a fantastic cause. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW  
RT @karenzgoda: @CharlaYearwood I am super introverted but good on Twitter - make it work for you! #MacroSW  
https://t.co/dezY6TFKkp

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @MeraJawad: A2. Coalition building is a process where individuals, organizations, political parties or nations come together and agree t...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: This organization started out as a group of individuals interested in a common cause.  
https://t.co/NdojPAan8g #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @cerebronita: A2: Group efforts in developing, changing, or dismantling a program, policy, or issue. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
#macrosw

greer. @bougieandfrugal  
@alolyph @UBSSW Agreed! I want to learn more about how to incorporate it into our coalition work #macroSW
lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK4999 #MacroSW #MacroSWK A2. A coalition building, is alliance or partnering of groups in order to achieve a common goal or purpose. When working on a macro level we find ourselves having to build a coalition with others.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Elizabe87201479: A2- People working together towards a goal or to influence a certain outcome. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Coalition building is bringing together seemingly disparate individuals or groups around a common issue or cause. #m...

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A2) Developing, coordinating, and working with a group of individuals or organizations who have a common interest and can agree to work collaboratively on a common goal (while playing nice together in the sand box!) #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: @CharlaYearwood I am super introverted but good on Twitter - make it work for you! #MacroSW
https://t.co/dezY6TFKkp

mera jawad @MeraJawad
#SWK4999 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @alolyph: for some communities, utilizing smartphone tech can be a good way to achieve + social change at the macro level because many...
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan

A1 Being a #macrosw worker means being mindful of the historic roots of the profession, finding ways to work against oppression at every level; valuing prevention and consensus building, utilizing best practices, being innovative, and realizing all areas of practice overlap.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @Sherene07494576: Q2: Based on my understanding of coalition-building it is implementing a temporary community organization and the peop...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚡ @TheMattSchwartz @karenzgoda @CharlaYearwood I need this on a Totebag #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal

RT @CharlaYearwood: I’m 1000% an introvert but that has no impact on my commitment to macro practice. #MacroSW isn’t just yelling at rallie...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @MeraJawad: A2. Coalition building is a process where individuals, organizations, political parties or nations come together and agree t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @karenzgoda: Sometimes temporary coalitions are called interagency collaborations. #MacroSW https://t.co/dkMW23DQiN

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @karenzgoda: @CharlaYearwood I am super introverted but good on Twitter - make it work for you! #MacroSW https://t.co/dezY6TFKkp
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through to develop relationships between or among groups to work towards a common goal #MacroSW https://t.co/Cp9ijEX4cE  an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: This organization started out as a group of individuals interested in a common cause. https://t.co/NdojPAan8g #macr...  an hour ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @MeraJawad: A2. Coalition building is a process where individuals, organizations, political parties or nations come together and agree t...  an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
FTW RIGHT HERE. #MacroSW  an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VKrnjaich: Coalition building involves organization of individuals who have a common vision, ideas, values, motivation for change and p...  an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1 Being a #macrosw worker means being mindful of the historic roots of the profession, finding ways to work against oppre...  an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @safetymom4: @UBSSW A2 Engaging a core group of individuals or organization reps who have a common interest, working towards a common go...  an hour ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @CharlaYearwood I am super introverted but good on Twitter - make it work for you! #MacroSW https://t.co/dezY6TFKkp

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through develop relationships between or among groups to wor...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JohnsonTanalynn: Q2: partnership between different individuals and groups to swerve a common goal. #MacroSW

Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@UBSSW A2. Coalition building is when multiple groups or parties come together as a coalition, or group, in order to achieve a common purpose. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #macrosw https://t.co/YT2SNc28nj

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A2) Developing, coordinating, and working with a group of individuals or organizations who have a common interest and can ag...

melissa thompson @mmt98
A2: An alliance formed to create social change or address a societal issue. Networking, researching and connecting with your change making tribe. However, when we are hired as macro workers we are working on behalf of the org/alliance we are hired to lead #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @CharlaYearwood I am super introverted but good on Twitter - make it work for you! #MacroSW https://t.co/dezY6TFKkp

an hour ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @karenzgoda: Sometimes temporary coalitions are called interagency collaborations. #MacroSW https://t.co/dkMW23DQiN

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1 Being a #macrowork worker means being mindful of the historic roots of the profession, finding ways to work against oppre...

an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW печат @TheMattSchwartz
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1 Being a #macrowork worker means being mindful of the historic roots of the profession, finding ways to work against oppre...

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @safetymom4: @UBSSW A2 Engaging a core group of individuals or organization reps who have a common interest, working towards a common go...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through develop relationships between or among groups to wor...

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Most importantly, they don’t have to agree on everything, but the area of interest. #macrowork
Tony Goodwin @toeknee_goodwin
RT @CharlaYearwood: I'm 1000% an introvert but that has no impact on my commitment to macro practice. #MacroSW isn’t just yelling at rallie...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Most importantly, they don't have to agree on everything, but the area of interest. #macrosw https://t.co/iJ31TKN59U

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @UBSSW: Q1 What does it mean to be a macro social worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/cLiDFHgTK8

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through develop relationships between or among groups to wor...

an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mmt98: A2: An alliance formed to create social change or address a societal issue. Networking, researching and connecting with your cha...

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@JohnsonTanalyynn @UBSSW #MacroSW is down with swerving. https://t.co/DjpBPcZCXZ

an hour ago

rebecca @rebecca42309992
A2. Coalition building is a powerful unity of more than one entity to work towards a common goal. #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅️ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Most importantly, they don't have to agree on everything, but the area of interest. #macrosw
https://t.co/iJ31TKN59U

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A2. Coalition building is when multiple groups or parties come together as a coalition, or group, in order to achie...

TFlowers @TFlower29170309 an hour ago
A2: Coalition building is the process of individuals, organizations or nations come together to form a coalition. #MacroSW #SWK4999

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬅️ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @spcummings: A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through develop relationships between or among groups to wor...

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra @UBSSW It's a generic approach from broader perspective can address the problems #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #macrosw https://t.co/YT2SNc28nj

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: First, greetings to all the #MacroSW Chat Partners, who make this weekly chat possible: @karenzgoda @poliSW @VilissaThompson @Su...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @SocWrkDoc: A2) Developing, coordinating, and working with a group of individuals or organizations who have a common interest and can ag...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1Being a #macrosw worker means being mindful of the historic roots of the profession, finding ways to work against oppre...

Kemt @Kemt45669330  
@spcummings @UBSSW Well said. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @spcummings: A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through develop relationships between or among groups to wor...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @JohnsonTanallynn @UBSSW #MacroSW is down with swerving. https://t.co/DjpBPcZCXZ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Most importantly, they don't have to agree on everything, but the area of interest. #macrosw https://t.co/iJ31TKN59U

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @rebecca42309992: A2. Coalition building is a powerful unity of more than one entity to work towards a common goal. #MacroSW
Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
RT @spcummings: A2: I think of coalition building as the process organizers go through develop relationships between or among groups to wor...

an hour ago

melissa thompson @mmt98
I forgot to say hello lovely #MacroSW tribe! I’m Melissa, professor at Dominican University in Illinois where we await the cold hitting my colleagues in MN and IA. Happy to be here https://t.co/mSo9osi6VC

an hour ago

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
@nancy_kusmaul Agreed, a big problem here in parts of SWFL is getting them to agree on anything! #MacroSW https://t.co/RNjAA3FL6A

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TFlower29170309 Yes, we need more #international coalitions! #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: @nancy_kusmaul Agreed, a big problem here in parts of SWFL is getting them to agree on anything! #MacroSW https://t.co/RNjAA...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmt98: I forgot to say hello lovely #MacroSW tribe! I’m Melissa, professor at Dominican University in Illinois where we await the col...

an hour ago
An hour ago
@bougieandfrugal
A2 (part 3): coalition building can come in the form of task forces, collaboratives, councils. And each type can range in structure. It’s important to build around what the needs are of the issue and your stakeholders at the table #macroSW

An hour ago
Melissa Rose @Melissa_Fayd
@UBSSW A2. I have always seen coalition building as bringing individuals together to work towards a goal or set of goals. Everyone has unique experience that adds value to the larger community. Coalitions create a platform to amply the strengths of individuals to make change. #MacroSW

An hour ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @spcumings @UBSSW Well said. #MacroSW

An hour ago
kylie @kylie44164448
@UBSSW A2- People working together, who share purpose and desire, that are ready and willing to make a change 👍 #MacroSW

An hour ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TFlower29170309: A2: Coalition building is the process of individuals, organizations or nations come together to form a coalition. #Ma...

An hour ago
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocWrkDoc: @nancy_kusmaul Agreed, a big problem here in parts of SWFL is getting them to agree on anything! #MacroSW https://t.co/RNjAA...

44 minutes ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Melissa_Fayd: @UBSSW A2. I have always seen coalition building as bringing individuals together to work towards a goal or set of goals....
UB-Social Work @UBSSW 44 minutes ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 3): coalition building can come in the form of task forces, collaboratives, councils. And each type can range...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 44 minutes ago
RT @Melissa_Fayd: @UBSSW A2. I have always seen coalition building as bringing individuals together to work towards a goal or set of goals....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 44 minutes ago
RT @kylie44164448: @UBSSW A2- People working together, who share purpose and desire, that are ready and willing to make a change 🧔 #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 44 minutes ago
@TheMattSchwartz @CharlaYearwood Ask and you shall receive: https://t.co/hPEddrRTJH #MacroSW https://t.co/et8vm1Y4pX

Krista Mariano @kristamariano 44 minutes ago
A: Being a macro level social worker involves examining trends and changing policy that impacts society as a whole #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑ @TheMattSchwartz 44 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: @TFlower29170309 Yes, we need more #international coalitions! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 44 minutes ago
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @CharlaYearwood Ask and you shall receive: https://t.co/hPEddrRTJH #MacroSW https://t.co/et8vm1Y4pX
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @bougieandfrugal: A2 (part 3): coalition building can come in the form of task forces, collaboratives, councils. And each type can range...

kiddlebee @kiddlebee2
Q3: Coalitions create opportunity to introduce interventions into several community organizations and while expanding knowledge of issues into the community at an expedited rate. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW  @spcummings
@mmt98 What cold? We are all good here..... #MacroSW https://t.co/wEsyj1QVVK

melissa thompson @mmt98
Love this ! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @mmt98 What cold? We are all good here..... #MacroSW https://t.co/wEsyj1QVVK

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome back Melissa! I think we have 5 universities joining tonight! #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@UBSSW A2: coalition building does not have to be limited to residents, it can be businesses, non profit organizations, school districts. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmt98: Love this ! #MacroSW https://t.co/ASYarDp4dw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
YAAAAAAAAAAS QUEEN #MacroSW

Heather @HV SaysStuff
A1: It means listening to my clients in micro settings where I work, taking that info and helping them to have a voice in bringing about the changes they want and/or need. #MacroSW

TFowers @TFlower29170309
@alolyph @OfficialMacroSW
Agreed. Technology as a whole can/has brought about great change at the macro level. The first thing that comes to mind specifically with smartphone tech are missing kids & amber alerts. #MacroSW #SWK4999

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK4999#MacroSWK we will have to collaborate with other organization and groups which is called coalition building. #MacroSW
https://t.co/KZV6F0x38p

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW
Working towards common goals and like minded approach of people or organisation to work on societal goals. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Always come back to a shared vision/goal/outcome - why formed in the first place? What must be achieved or changed? #MacroSW

Heather @HV SaysStuff
A2: Working with others under a shared goal to create change. #MacroSW
greer. @bougieandfrugal
Agreed! They are really great ways to work around a shared goal #macrosw

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@OfficialMacroSW coalition building is working with other communities, agencies and organizations to effect change. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @CharlaYearwood Ask and you shall receive: https://t.co/hPEddrRTJH #MacroSW https://t.co/et8vm1y4pX

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Always come back to a shared vision/goal/outcome - why formed in the first place? What must be achieved or changed? #M...

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
RT @HVSaysStuff: A1: It means listening to my clients in micro settings where I work, taking that info and helping them to have a voice in...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mmt98: Love this ! #MacroSW https://t.co/ASYarDp4dw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q 3 Coming up! #MacroSW #GrumpyValentine https://t.co/4jxRjEjqs8

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW

Krista Mariano @kristamariano 41 minutes ago
A2: Coalition involves getting different groups and organizations collaborating in order to get diverse ideas and thoughts #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 41 minutes ago
RT @TFlower29170309: @alolyph @OfficialMacroSW Agreed. Technology as a whole can/has brought about great change at the macro level. The fir...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 41 minutes ago
RT @shivanikdmishra: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Working towards common goals and like minded approach of people or organisation to work on socie...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 41 minutes ago
RT @Rayvon_BD: @OfficialMacroSW coalition building is working with other communities, agencies and organizations to effect change. #MacroSW

Heather @HV Says Stuff 41 minutes ago
A3: We all bring unique strengths and limitations to the table. We are stronger and can accomplish more when we work together. #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal 41 minutes ago
RT @kylie44164448: @UBSSW A2- People working together, who share purpose and desire, that are ready and willing to make a change 👍 #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry @karenzgoda @CharlaYearwood #MacroSW
https://t.co/HoPxSOSKEG
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @HVSaysStuff: A1: It means listening to my clients in micro settings where I work, taking that info and helping them to have a voice in...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q3 Why use coalitions as a community change strategy?
#MacroSW https://t.co/ZQYHbhP8bw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @karenzgoda @CharLaYearwood #MacroSW https://t.co/HoPxSOSKEG

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt @nancy_kusmaul Yes! In many coalitions we use the standard “do we agree enough to actively support (this very specific step).” #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @karenzgoda @CharLaYearwood #MacroSW https://t.co/HoPxSOSKEG

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: A3: We all bring unique strengths and limitations to the table. We are stronger and can accomplish more when we work toget...

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
maybe a part of coalition work is allowing all types of people in the community to share their voice and engage in local leadership opportunities 🌊#MacroSW
Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@UBSSW A3. Coalitions help bring different groups of people together to strengthen communities and create a deeper sense of unity, trust, respect, and dependence on everyone involved to work as a team in order to accomplish their work. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: Agreed! They are really great ways to work around a shared goal #macrosw https://t.co/n2kojtHnAw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW _ACCESSIBLE @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Q 3 Coming up! #MacroSW #GrumpyValentine https://t.co/4JxRJeJqS8

Melissa Vargas-Murguia @cerebronita
A3: When community members are part of the coalition, they can be helpful in planning, creating, and changing their community. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: A1: It means listening to my clients in micro settings where I work, taking that info and helping them to have a voice in...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A3 (part 1): Coalitions are not the end all be all of community change strategies. Not everything requires a coalition, but most things requires collaboration and relationship building which a well functioning coalition can provide. #MacroSW https://t.co/wRP3fao8WV
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda @lakeya_cherry @CharlaYearwood #MacroSW
https://t.co/Hu9IDj02JU

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @alolyph: maybe a part of coalition work is allowing all types of people in the community to share their voice and engage in local leade...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: @UBSSW A2: coalition building does not have to be limited to residents, it can be businesses, non profit organizations...

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
A3. To incorporate the voices and ideas of the people in a community to collaborate for change. #macrosw

Alex Gomez @AlexGom09924540
@UBSSW It means to influence policy and address larger structural issues to influence the individual #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A3 (part 2): A coalition may be a great option if 1) there are multiple stakeholders (organizations, business, individuals, etc.) working on the same or similar topic or issue. This can reduce duplication and people working in silos (which happens way too often!!) #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: @nancy_kusmaul Yes! In many coalitions we use the standard “do we agree enough to actively support (this very specifi...
Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
RT @cerebronita: A3: When community members are part of the coalition, they can be helpful in planning, creating, and changing their commun...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: YAAAAAAAAAAS QUEEN #MacroSW https://t.co/P5Tg0fHrzl

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤝 @TheMattSchwartz @karenzgoda @CharlaYearwood #NewPresentArrivingAtMyOffice #JustOrderedIt #YesIDid #MacroSW

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@UBSSW A3. In order to provoke change, it’s better to have multiple voices than just one voice. Therefore, there is a great chance of social change occurring due to advocacy groups uniting. #macrosw

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A3 (part 3): 2) if there are limited resources (money, time, staff) sharing responsibility for an issue and using existing resources can make addressing an issue more manageable for stakeholders. There is also only so much grant money out there! Collaborate!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: @nancy_kusmaul Yes! In many coalitions we use the standard “do we agree enough to actively support (this very specifi...
Melissa Vargas-Murguia @cerebronita
39 minutes ago
RT @CalvinWill_93: A3. To incorporate the voices and ideas of the people in a community to collaborate for change. #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@UBSSW Because it helps drives the community culture towards better outcomes #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
39 minutes ago
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A3. Coalitions help bring different groups of people together to strengthen communities and create a deeper sense o...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
39 minutes ago
RT @cerebronita: A3: When community members are part of the coalition, they can be helpful in planning, creating, and changing their commun...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
39 minutes ago
A3-Coalitions can achieve a more widespread reach in a community #macrosw

ryphamMU @MuRypham
39 minutes ago
@UBSSW Coalitions attempt to give a platform to everyone’s interests and therefore produce an equal although maybe not all inclusive voice for the community as a whole #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⬇️ @TheMattSchwartz
39 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: Q3 Why use coalitions as a community change strategy? #MacroSW https://t.co/ZQYHbhP8bw
Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A3 Coalitions allow community organizations to come together to reach common goals. Advocacy campaign credibility is increased when organizations collaborate for change. Coalitions provide strength to individuals who may be unable to take action independently #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad
#SWK4999 #MacroSW 😄😄

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A3 (part 4): 3) Coalitions are great for information sharing! You don’t know what you don’t know! Having people from different sectors constantly reminds you of that. You can learn from each other, spitball new ideas, and create innovative projects bc of new perspectives #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
A3 because coalitions at their 💖are groups of people/organizations? And groups are integral in community work, I. E. people coming together #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 1): Coalitions are not the end all be all of community change strategies. Not everything requires a coalition...

Kathryn @Kathryn61686713
A3 Coalitions can bring about structured change and not have duplication of organizations or community resources. #macrosw
Michael L @buffaloM3L
@UBSSW A3: it helps to combine resources to eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts and financial waste. It also empowers people with similar goals to get on the same page, share ideas and help one another make change! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@bougieandfrugal This! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda @CharlaYearwood #NewPresentArrivingAtMyOffice #JustOrderedIt #YesIDid #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@karenzgoda @CharlaYearwood #MacroSW https://t.co/4faJ9xClKo

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CalvinWill_93: A3. To incorporate the voices and ideas of the people in a community to collaborate for change. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A3: Coalitions involve bringing together disparate parts of the community. The more of the community you have on board, the more invested they are in the change or solution. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 2): A coalition may be a great option if 1) there are multiple stakeholders (organizations, business, indiv...
Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A3: While using a coalition as a community change strategy you can address urgent situations, empower elements of the community, obtain or provide services, you can pool resources and increase communication among groups and break down stereotypes. #Macrosw #Sw4999

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3 It's proven (Alinsky), it's effective...but most importantly (perhaps): it's ethical. How on Earth can one ethically fight for community change without the community at the table? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @buffaloM3L: @UBSSW A3: it helps to combine resources to eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts and financial waste. It also empow...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@UBSSW Coalitions have a lot of #power & influence and can reach far & wide with their message #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Q3 Why use coalitions as a community change strategy? #MacroSW https://t.co/ZQYHbhP8bw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @NinaN35519745: @UBSSW A3. In order to provoke change, it’s better to have multiple voices than just one voice. Therefore, there is a gr...
Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000 @UBSSW A3. Having disparate groups of people sharing a common goal is a powerful way to present a message of change. "If so many different people believe in the same thing, it MUST be important!" #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @UBSSW Because it helps drives the community culture towards better outcomes #MacroSW

cdt133 @cdt133 A3: Communities know themselves best, and should be included in plans for change. Coalitions can better reflect the diversity of needs found in a community. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @MuRypham: @UBSSW Coalitions attempt to give a platform to everyone’s interests and therefore produce an equal although maybe not all in...

Yoselin Cordon @cordon_yoselin A3. To ensure that all voices within the community are being represented #macrosw

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow A3: The process can strengthen cooperation among stakeholders and clarify the purpose/need for change. #macrosw

greer. @bougieandfrugal RT @UBSSW: @bougieandfrugal This! #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 4): 3) Coalitions are great for information sharing! You don’t know what you don’t know! Having people from d...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JaclynP19: A3 Coalitions allow community organizations to come together to reach common goals. Advocacy campaign credibility is increas...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A3-Coalitions have credibility, can share information quickly #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 4): 3) Coalitions are great for information sharing! You don’t know what you don’t know! Having people from d...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kathryn61686713: A3 Coalitions can bring about structured change and not have duplication of organizations or community resources. #ma...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Q3 Why use coalitions as a community change strategy? #MacroSW https://t.co/ZQYHbhP8bw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: A3: We all bring unique strengths and limitations to the table. We are stronger and can accomplish more when we work toget...
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @UBSSW: @TFlower29170309 Yes, we need more #international coalitions! #MacroSW

37 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @buffaloM3L: @UBSSW A3: it helps to combine resources to eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts and financial waste. It also empow...

37 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: A1: It means listening to my clients in micro settings where I work, taking that info and helping them to have a voice in...

37 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: @nancy_kusmaul Yes! In many coalitions we use the standard “do we agree enough to actively support (this very specifi...

37 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A3: Coalitions involve bringing together disparate parts of the community. The more of the community you have on board,...

37 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @cerebronita: A3: When community members are part of the coalition, they can be helpful in planning, creating, and changing their commun...

37 minutes ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Kristen73023000: @UBSSW A3. Having disparate groups of people sharing a common goal is a powerful way to present a message of change. "...

37 minutes ago
Lisa @safetymom4
A3 The strength of a coalition is the variety of backgrounds and specialties brought by its members. Those subtle differences working towards a common goal gives a more rounded change. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 1): Coalitions are not the end all be all of community change strategies. Not everything requires a coalition...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A3 (part 5): If you aren’t familiar with coalitions/coalition building the @CToolBox has information on how to start a coalition: https://t.co/vPl8lf9pK #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Forming coalitions with other groups of similar values, interests and goals allows members to combine their resources and become more powerful then when they each act alone. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CalvinWill_93: A3. To incorporate the voices and ideas of the people in a community to collaborate for change. #macrosw

melissa thompson @mmt98
A3: To empower the community that may otherwise have limited or no power as individuals. Could also be to improve services or resources currently lacking in a community. ##MacroSW

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@JaclynP19 Ah! The Introvert tribe bands together for action! Love it. #MacroSW
greer. @bougieandfrugal
A3 (part 6): There are different models for coalitions, and you ultimately have to find one that works for the people who you are working with, but one model I like is the collective impact model. https://t.co/PE4y6K8ros #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @safetymom4: @UBSSW A2 Engaging a core group of individuals or organization reps who have a common interest, working towards a common go...

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A3- Coalitions conserve resources and can accomplish more than a single organization, #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @safetymom4: A3 The strength of a coalition is the variety of backgrounds and specialties brought by its members. Those subtle differenc...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A3. Coalitions help bring different groups of people together to strengthen communities and create a deeper sense o...

Alex Gomez @AlexGom09924540
@kylie44164448 @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW Hi guys!! Nice to see you here #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 5): If you aren’t familiar with coalitions/coalition building the @CToolBox has information on how to start a...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q4 - I am eager to see what's shared in your A4 answers!
#MacroSW #RBG #TheSupremes https://t.co/iB5q9Fz5AN

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 6): There are different models for coalitions, and you ultimately have to find one that works for the people...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mmt98: A3: To empower the community that may otherwise have limited or no power as individuals. Could also be to improve services or...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ @spcummings
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 6): There are different models for coalitions, and you ultimately have to find one that works for the people...

kiddlebee @kiddlebee2
Q3: Coalitions can create opportunity to share what works, and what did not work for other organizations, while generating ideas for improvement in existing organizations. #macrosw

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A3: As social workers we should use coalition as a strategy, because it is essential to come together with individuals who are passionate about the same concerns. Thus, this will allow us as social workers to advocate on behalf of individuals. #MacroSw #Sw4999 https://t.co/uyMbOXs8Oj
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 It's proven (Alinsky), it's effective...but most importantly (perhaps): it's ethical. How on Earth can one ethically...

Janet Russ 🇬🇭 @Abena_Janet
RT @cerebronita: A3: When community members are part of the coalition, they can be helpful in planning, creating, and changing their commun...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @artyia95: A3: While using a coalition as a community change strategy you can address urgent situations, empower elements of the commun...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @UBSSW Coalitions have a lot of #power & influence and can reach far & wide with their message #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kristen73023000: @UBSSW A3. Having disparate groups of people sharing a common goal is a powerful way to present a message of change. "...

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich
An initiative where trust, choice, collaboration, empowerment and safety are used to create change that can be sustained long after the original idea. #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A3. Coalitions help bring different groups of people together to strengthen communities and create a deeper sense o...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
THIS - @CToolBox is a class if favorite #MacroSW resource!!

35 minutes ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal
I think it's almost better when they don't agree on everything. It allows for balance #macroSW

35 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@Kristen73023000 "message of change" - nice. #MacroSW

35 minutes ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@alolyph, don't forget the #macrosw

35 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @cdt133: A3: Communities know themselves best, and should be included in plans for change. Coalitions can better reflect the diversity o...

34 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Q4 - I am eager to see what's shared in your A4 answers! #MacroSW #RBG #TheSupremes https://t.co/iB5q9Fz5AN

34 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Elizabe87201479: A3-Coalitions have credibility, can share information quickly #macrosw

34 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Batoul9090: A3: As social workers we should use coalition as a strategy, because it is essential to come together with individuals who...

34 minutes ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q4 Do you have an example of (or experience with) a successful coalition in your area? #MacroSW https://t.co/u5aTnlBlE2

Alex Gomez @AlexGom09924540
@EmilyTout96 @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW So I’m wondering what kinds of employment opportunities could one find with a community coalition foundation let me know! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bougieandfrugal: I think it’s almost better when they don’t agree on everything. It allows for balance #macroSW https://t.co/0GwethIEPf

rebecca @rebecca42309992
A3. In order to bring about change in a community there has to be an effort to unite for the common good. Efforts made alone are great, but efforts made as a coalition exist with force behind them. It shows that we care for one another as a whole. #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
@nancy_kusmaul right! thank you #MacroSW

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 4): 3) Coalitions are great for information sharing! You don’t know what you don’t know! Having people from d...
lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan

#SWK4999 #MacroSWK A3) Well when you use the coalition as a community strategy, it is to make your goal that your trying to reach stronger and more achievable because he different organizations and different people, and groups of that feel the same way so it makes it more #MacroSW

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne

A3: Although communities have their differences, they often have a few goals that everyone can agree on. By using a coalition, individuals can come together and from different points of view to make changes and accomplish those goals. #macrosw

ryphamMU @MuRypham

RT @JaclynP19: A3 Coalitions allow community organizations to come together to reach common goals. Advocacy campaign credibility is increased...

Caitlin M Beck @SWCMBeck

A3 Coalitions, if done well, may create empathy in one stakeholder for another stakeholder or group of stakeholders with different views. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

#MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer

@UBSSW https://t.co/4Y8pLHF45H #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal

It is! I also replay enjoy asking “do we disagree”. In some of my coalitions people would be too scared to disagree but want to #macroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: THIS - @CToolBox is a class if favorite #MacroSW resource!! https://t.co/4nK39C58xp

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@UBSSW https://t.co/SYcUG9Za4v #MacroSW

EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A3- Coalitions build trust and consensus, providing a platform for unity. #macrosw

Alex Gomez @AlexGom09924540
@UBSSW A3. I think collaboration, especially at the macro level can move governments which is the end goal I think. #MacroSW

Michael L @buffaloM3L
@UBSSW A4: Coalition for Economic Justice #macroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A4 (part 1): What is/makes a successful coalition is ultimately up to the coalition. But in Buffalo we have some pretty amazing coalitions which I am excited to share! This is not an exhaustive list #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A4 (part 2): @OURCITYbflo this is an awesome coalition here in Buffalo working to hold elected officials accountable to legislatting/enforcing policy that benefits people. They have a how to run for common council training coming up! #MacroSW
Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
@UBSSW A4. I work with the WNY Homeless Coalition; my focus being the Youth Task Force, in which agencies, community members, organizations, and our youth meet to discuss strategies for provision of needs and also how we can begin to end youth homelessness. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A4 Hunger Free, Lancaster County. This successful coalition brings over 30 organizations together to provide nutritious meals to close the meal gap. It even provides summer meals to children! #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
A4 (part 4): @GreenLightNYDT is a New York State campaign to ensure equal access to drives licenses for all residents of New York State regardless of immigration status. #MacroSW

Kristen Fisher @Kristen73023000
@UBSSW We've started an ACEs/TIC workgroup in my county with the goal of creating a trauma-informed community. We're new but planning a community awareness campaign and hoping to bring the ACEs survey into schools in September. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Q4 Do you have an example of (or experience with) a successful coalition in your area? #MacroSW https://t.co/u5aTnlBIe2

Bridget @Bckhoss
@UBSSW When a large number of community members are involved in working towards a common goal they are more likely to motivate change and develop comprehensive interventions. #MacroSW
Robert J. Hurt @alolyph

🌱 A successful coalition in my community was a group of people and business owners in the 'poor' side of town who created an organization that worked w/ my School to identify their needs/wants (interviews, surveys) 🌿 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

Check out https://t.co/nybzfmHNRQ and tailor internships/volunteering to gaining this experience! #MacroSW

Alex Gomez @AlexGom09924540

@MuRypham @UBSSW I think inclusion and an equal platform is crucial. Excellent connection #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A4. I work with the WNY Homeless Coalition; my focus being the Youth Task Force, in which agencies, community membe...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @UBSSW: Q4 Do you have an example of (or experience with) a successful coalition in your area? #MacroSW https://t.co/u5aTnI8Ie2

Michael L @buffaloM3L

Absolutely! It only serves to enrich the effort #MacroSW

mellisa thompson @mmt98

A4: Common Ground Milwaukee and Southeast Wisconsin #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph

Q: Is a coalition the same thing as a nonprofit? #MacroSW
Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Resource utilisation and mobilisation is a part of social work strategy. Collaboration approach help to address societal problems from interdisciplinary perspective. Ideas from different people do bring changes and can work effectively on problem-solving process #MacroSW

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra RT @buffaloM3L: @UBSSW A3: it helps to combine resources to eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts and financial waste. It also empow...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @shivanikdmishra: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Resource utilisation and mobilisation is a part of social work strategy. Collaboration approach help...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz A4 #Buffalo has had many successful coalitions. When I was in undergrad we had CAPAR (Coalition Against Police Abuse and Racism) which formed around the NFTA Transit Police's attack on a young schoolgirl, we have had antiwar coalitions, Disability coalitions, and more. #MacroSW

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow RT @AlexGom09924540: @MuRypham @UBSSW I think inclusion and an equal platform is crucial. Excellent connection #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia A4: Here's a great example! Community Collaborations — Chautauqua County Health Network #macroSW https://t.co/8zLReE3qKI
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 one of my favorite success stories: Buffalo's Fruit Belt Community Land Trust https://t.co/PR9dXEDElf <combatting disinvestment, buying city (abandoned) property for residents to restore and live in #MacroSW https://t.co/iOqYJK9N3d

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 6): There are different models for coalitions, and you ultimately have to find one that works for the people...

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @CalvinWill_93: A3. To incorporate the voices and ideas of the people in a community to collaborate for change. #macrosw

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 #Buffalo has had many succesfull coalitions. When I was in undergrad we had CAPAR (Coalition Aginst Police Abuse an...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @UBSSW: A4 one of my favorite success stories: Buffalo’s Fruit Belt Community Land Trust https://t.co/PR9dXEDElf <combatting disinvestmn...

melissa thompson @mmt98
This has also been happening in Dekalb IL #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Batoul9090: A3: As social workers we should use coalition as a strategy, because it is essential to come together with individuals who...
EChandonait @Elizabe87201479
A4- Eldridge Park Preservation Society in Elmira NY - local coalition here of citizens, business people and organizational leaders #macrosw

30 minutes ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal
Please let me know! I love learning about new coalitions!
#macroSW

29 minutes ago

kiddlebee @kiddlebee2
Q4: The Fatherhood coalition offers expansion for outreach programs and services for fathers. It is generating some amazing success stories and growing rapidly. Filling a much needed area to help improve our communities future! #macrosw

29 minutes ago

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A4) I do work with the Lee County Hunger & Homeless Coalition here in SWFL. Very focused, active, well organized, and keep to a shared vision. A model for our other SWFL counties. #MacroSW

29 minutes ago

mera jawad @MeraJawad
A3. To combine different viewpoints and strategies. Also, to achieve and accomplish greater outcomes. #SWK4999 #MacroSW

29 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
You may have heard of the Boston Tea Party? https://t.co/5DX0WMSNNh #MacroSW #NoTaxationWithoutRepresentation

29 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Only 5 minutes left! Time sure flies on these #MacroSW chats! https://t.co/cmjKDI3u9P

29 minutes ago

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript/?hashtag=MacroSW&fdate=2%2F14%2F2019&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=2... 103/124
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
29 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: A4 one of my favorite success stories: Buffalo's Fruit Belt Community Land Trust https://t.co/PR9dXEDElf <combatting disinvestmn...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
29 minutes ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: I think it’s almost better when they don’t agree on everything. It allows for balance #macroSW https://t.co/0GwethIEPf

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚡ @TheMattSchwartz
28 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: A4 one of my favorite success stories: Buffalo's Fruit Belt Community Land Trust https://t.co/PR9dXEDElf <combatting disinvestmn...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
28 minutes ago
RT @AlexGom09924540: @EmilyTout96 @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW So I’m wondering what kinds of employment opportunities could one find with a com...

Michael L @buffaloM3L
28 minutes ago
@alolyph A: a coalition could be a nonprofit, but not all nonprofits are coalitions. #macroSW

Dr. Beth Walker @bwalker123
28 minutes ago
RT @Batoul9090: A3: As social workers we should use coalition as a strategy, because it is essential to come together with individuals who...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
28 minutes ago
Classic...classic resource. #MacroSW https://t.co/F4DAuICUbG
UB-Social Work @UBSSW 28 minutes ago
RT @SWCMBeck: A3 Coalitions, if done well, may create empathy in one stakeholder for another stakeholder or group of stakeholders with diff...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 28 minutes ago
RT @mmt98: This has also been happening in Dekalb IL #MacroSW https://t.co/VPaEQpi3G5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 28 minutes ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: It is! I also replay enjoy asking “do we disagree”. In some of my coalitions people would be too scared to disagree bu...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 28 minutes ago
RT @buffaloM3L: @UBSSW A4: Coalition for Economic Justice #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 28 minutes ago
RT @bougieandfrugal: A4 (part 2): @OURCITYbflo this is an awesome coalition here in Buffalo working to hold elected officials accountable t...

Lisa @safetymom4 28 minutes ago
A4 A4 The Healthy York County Coalition is a group that formed to education and collaborate in the community to promote overall health. All work together to promote well-rounded events to inform the public and promote policy changes that positively impact the community. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz 28 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: Only 5 minutes left! Time sure flies on these #MacroSW chats! https://t.co/cmjKDI3u9P
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A4. I work with the WNY Homeless Coalition; my focus being the Youth Task Force, in which agencies, community membe...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @JaclynP19: A4 Hunger Free, Lancaster County. This successful coalition brings over 30 organizations together to provide nutritious meal...

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph  
Before the chat ends, thanks for talking! It's been great 🌼  
#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @bougieandfrugal: A4 (part 4): @GreenLightNYDT is a New York State campaign to ensure equal access to drives licenses for all residents...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @UBSSW: Only 5 minutes left! Time sure flies on these #MacroSW chats! https://t.co/cmjKDl3u9P

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @alolyph: 🌱 A successful coalition in my community was a group of people and business owners in the 'poor' side of town who created an o...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @UBSSW: A4 one of my favorite success stories: Buffalo’s Fruit Belt Community Land Trust https://t.co/PR9dXEDElf <combatting disinvestmn...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bougieandfrugal: A3 (part 6): There are different models for coalitions, and you ultimately have to find one that works for the people...

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
#macroSW #sw4999

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Batoul9090: A3: As social workers we should use coalition as a strategy, because it is essential to come together with individuals who...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Check out https://t.co/nybzfmHNRQ and tailor internships/volunteering to gaining this experience! #MacroSW https://t.co/27 minutes ago

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
RT @MarshAlesia: A4: Here’s a great example! Community Collaborations — Chautauqua County Health Network #macroSW https://t.co/8zLReE3qKI

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmt98: A4: Common Ground Milwaukee and Southeast Wisconsin #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @alolyph: Q: Is a coalition the same thing as a nonprofit? #MacroSW
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @Batoul9090: A3: As social workers we should use coalition as a strategy, because it is essential to come together with individuals who...

Zachary Alvarado @ZacharyAlvara17
A3: Sparking the concept of community mobilization in order to make social change. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @buffaloM3L @alolyph Also, a coalition can become a non-profit, or groups of non-profits can form coalitions. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @shivanikdmishra: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Resource utilisation and mobilisation is a part of social work strategy. Coliation approach help...

Shivani Mishra @shivanikdmishra @UBSSW Yes we are working on gender and child developmental issues with developmental organisation issues keeping Research Advocacy and Awareness approach in working area. #MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham @UBSSW Lancaster county council of churches is a connected agency of local churches that provide services that include food banks. Clothing banks. And vehicles for individuals who are working #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 #Buffalo has had many succesful coalitions. When I was in undergrad we had CAPAR (Coalition Against Police Abuse an...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @alolyph: Before the chat ends, thanks for talking! It's been great 🌻#MacroSW

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
RT @ZacharyAlvara17: A3: Sparking the concept of community mobilization in order to make social change. #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @alolyph: Before the chat ends, thanks for talking! It's been great 🌻#MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @safetymom4: A4 A4 The Healthy York County Coalition is a group that formed to education and collaborate in the community to promote ove...

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph
@nancy_kusmaul @buffaloM3L Interesting #MacroSW

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A4: The Michigan Community Action is an example of coalition. They is a network service who is dedicated to reducing poverty in Michigan by supporting Community Action Agencies in their quest to change the lives of low income Michiganders.#Macrosw #Sw4999

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@emschaffstall If you are in buffalo you are welcome to come to some of mine! #macroSW
rebecca @rebecca42309992
A4. I work at a health center. Our goal is to provide care to those in need in Buffalo and other parts of the world. We do have a number of alliances with outside agencies that I believe have made us so much stronger. A great coalition is JRCHC and Journey's End. #MacroSW

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A4: I do not have any success stories, but I am intrigued to hear about all the other social workers stories. #Macromatters #Macrosw #Sw4999 https://t.co/DvlqP2U1TP

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) I do work with the Lee County Hunger & Homeless Coalition here in SWFL. Very focused, active, well organized, and keep t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A4: Here's a great example! Community Collaborations — Chautauqua County Health Network #macroSW https://t.co/8zLReE3qKI

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @kiddlebee2: Q4: The Fatherhood coalition offers expansion for outreach programs and services for fathers. It is generating some amazin...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mmt98: This has also been happening in Dekalb IL #MacroSW https://t.co/VPaEQpi3G5
Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
#SWK4999 thank you for participating in tonight’s Twitter Chat. I know many of you had a very long day on campus today. #MacroSW https://t.co/syNvnyH0yM

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: A4: Here’s a great example! Community Collaborations — Chautauqua County Health Network #macroSW https://t.co/8zLReE3qKl

greer. @bougieandfrugal
Thanks #macroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @shivanikdmishra: @UBSSW Yes we are working on gender and child developmental issues with developmental organisation issues keeping Rese...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @shivanikdmishra: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Resource utilisation and mobolisation is a part of social work strategy. Coliation approach help...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
#macroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @rebecca42309992: A4. I work at a health center. Our goal is to provide care to those in need in Buffalo and other parts of the world. W...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🌐 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @bougieandfrugal: @emschaffstall If you are in buffalo you are welcome to come to some of mine! #macroSW
Emily Tout @EmilyTout96
Excited for this!! #MacroSW Get more social workers involved in politics... This is where we start to win the war. #HumanRights

kylie @kylie44164448
@HVSaysStuff @UBSSW @HVSaysStuff lol most definitely. I think having a helper mentality in a coalition is crucial too. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Wow! This chat had so many #socialwork students and classes – thanks to all of you for joining #MacroSW tonight!
https://t.co/CsqFY4jlUJ

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@UBSSW A4: One that I'm aware of in the Detroit area, because I utilize their services as a person with a visual disability is the Michigan Commission for the Blind #MacroSW #SWK4999

OURCITYbflo @OURCITYbflo
RT @EmilyTout96: Excited for this!! #MacroSW Get more social workers involved in politics... This is where we start to win the war. #HumanR...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz @bougieandfrugal @emschaffstall Anything that @bougieandfrugal does is awesome. You should all try and attend #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @shivanikdmishra: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Resource utilisation and mobilisation is a part of social work strategy. Coliation approach help...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Buffalohas had many succesfull coalitions. When I was in undergrad we had CAPAR (Coalition Aginst Police Abuse an...

Calvin Williams @CalvinWill_93
Thank you everyone for the chat this evening #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A4: Here’s a great example! Community Collaborations — Chautauqua County Health Network #macroSW https://t.co/8zLReE3qKl

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
@Batoul9090 I thought I did not know any as well until I did some research 🤧#Macrosw #Sw4999

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Wow! This chat had so many #socialwork students and classes – thanks to all of you for joining #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/Cs...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Thanks to @karenzgoda on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight 9 the GIF Queen) #MacroSW

Kristen Torres @KristenTorresDC
A4: Some great coalitions to follow on Twitter! @4juvjustice @CoalitionHN @fams2gether @SBCCoalition @ChildWelfareHub #MacroSW

Rosie14 @VKrnjaich
Such a great chat tonight! Thank you @bougieandfrugal #macrosw
mindfulness.describe @mindfulnessdes1
#soul #mind #sccmcppjc #soulecting #MacroSW #peace
https://t.co/zgF46Mbz9T

Jen Underwood @HaloWeenRainbow
Good night everyone! Thanks for sharing so many great ideas!
#macrosw

mindfulness.describe @mindfulnessdes1
#HITsm #innerpeace #MacroSW #panic #therapy #psychology
https://t.co/zgF46Mbz9T

greer. @bougieandfrugal
@alolyph @UBSSW Not necessarily. Some coalitions obtain a nonprofit status while others like mine don’t and choose to use fiscal sponsors instead #macroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
Much love! #macroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Another awesome and productive #MacroSW! Thanks, everyone!
Keep doing great work! https://t.co/7DXGDbR9IA

Zachary Alvarado @ZacharyAlvara17
Thanks for the productive conversation. #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Melissa Vargas-Murguia @cerebronita
Thank you! Awesome experience in the chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
And huge thanks to @bougieandfrugal for sharing her expertise with us! #MacroSW https://t.co/nyuzjonsOr

23 minutes ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Wow, this has been an incredible #MacroSW chat :-) Thanks everyone!!!!!! :-) https://t.co/AU301K64R5

23 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
The transcript of this chat will have a link in the blog post tonight and be listed in the chat archives tomorrow. https://t.co/zISPGONuii #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @KristenTorresDC: A4: Some great coalitions to follow on Twitter! @4juvjustice @CoalitionHN @fams2gether @SBCCoalition @ChildWelfareHub...

23 minutes ago

ECHandonait @Elizabe87201479
Thanks for the chat! Very informative!! #macrosw

23 minutes ago

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
@alolyph That’s a great success story. I am glad to hear that individuals are advocating for their rights, and utilizing their resources. #MacroSw #Sw4999 https://t.co/UVJxkNU0K1

22 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
ALL THE STUDENTS SHOULD GET AN A ON THE ASSIGNMENT. #MacroSW https://t.co/9CamdCekRM

22 minutes ago
lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan 22 minutes ago
#SWK4999 #MacroSW A4) I worked for an organization that have a coalition with several other organization like Glemmer food bank, the Capuchin services. and these organization work with people in the community to better serve the community.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 22 minutes ago
Good night #macrosw friends! https://t.co/dlqkJogHaM

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 22 minutes ago
Next week’s topic: Public Transit and Macro Social Work: A Case Study. This is grassroots community work, and will offer a look at the many challenges that are present in this case. #MacroSW https://t.co/kAd3zT9sVM

Michael L @buffaloM3L 22 minutes ago
Goodnight and thank you to the participants and hosts for a great chat this evening! Let’s go Buffalo! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 22 minutes ago
🙏🙏🙏 #MacroSW

Robert J. Hurt @alolyph 22 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: The transcript of this chat will have a link in the blog post tonight and be listed in the chat archives tomorrow. https://t.co/...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 22 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: And huge thanks to @bougieandfrugal for sharing her expertise with us! #MacroSW https://t.co/nyuzjonsOr
mera jawad @MeraJawad
A4. I’m honestly not sure of any specific coalitions in my area. I’m still learning and doing my research to better my knowledge for the future. #SWK4999 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: The transcript of this chat will have a link in the blog post tonight and be listed in the chat archives tomorrow. https://t.co/...

ECHandonait @Elizabe87201479
Goodnight! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
For those who can: Support this endeavor through the #MacroSW Inc Patreon account: https://t.co/v4zeVfeyXM https://t.co/GHtSDJhN9h

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Thanks to @karenzgoda on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight 9 the GIF Queen) #MacroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @OfficialMacroSW: ALL THE STUDENTS SHOULF GET AN A ON THE ASSIGNMENT. #MacroSW https://t.co/9CamdCekRM

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@CyberSocialWork #hinthint #MacroSW #SWK4999 I really enjoyed tonight’s conversation.

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
RT @UBSSW: The transcript of this chat will have a link in the blog post tonight and be listed in the chat archives tomorrow. https://t.co/...
greer. @bougieandfrugal 21 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: Next week’s topic: Public Transit and Macro Social Work: A Case Study. This is grassroots community work, and will offer a look...

greer. @bougieandfrugal 21 minutes ago
RT @SocWrkDoc: A2) Developing, coordinating, and working with a group of individuals or organizations who have a common interest and can ag...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 20 minutes ago
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/JKEy3aDNmp

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 20 minutes ago
Good night, and hope to see you all next week! #MacroSW #ThanksForAllTheFish #HitchhikersGuideToTheGalaxy https://t.co/p5EYpA2CH3

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz 20 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: For those who can: Support this endeavor through the #MacroSW Inc Patreon account: https://t.co/v4zeVfeyXM https://t.co/GHtSDJhN...

Devon Broeske @DevonBroeske 20 minutes ago
RT @EmilyTout96: @UBSSW A4. I work with the WNY Homeless Coalition; my focus being the Youth Task Force, in which agencies, community membe...

greer. @bougieandfrugal 20 minutes ago
Thank you all for joining me tonight! Hope it was to your liking! #macroSW
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UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Elizabe87201479: A4- Eldridge Park Preservation Society in Elmira NY - local coalition here of citizens, business people and organizat...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kiddlebee2: Q4: The Fatherhood coalition offers expansion for outreach programs and services for fathers. It is generating some amazin...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TFlower29170309: @CyberSocialWork #hinthint #MacroSW #SWK4999 I really enjoyed tonight's conversation. https://t.co/PKdLWEf8t2

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) I do work with the Lee County Hunger & Homeless Coalition here in SWFL. Very focused, active, well organized, and keep t...

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @Elizabe87201479: A4- Eldridge Park Preservation Society in Elmira NY - local coalition here of citizens, business people and organizat...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Good night, and hope to see you all next week! #MacroSW #ThanksForAllTheFish #HitchhikersGuideToTheGalaxy https://t.co/p5EYpA2CH3

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: For those who can: Support this endeavor through the #MacroSW Inc Patreon account: https://t.co/v4zeVfeyXM https://t.co/GHtSDJhN...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: You may have heard of the Boston Tea Party? https://t.co/5DX0WMSNNh #MacroSW
#NoTaxationWithoutRepresentation https://t.co/…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🧑‍ możli @TheMattSchwartz
THIS IS SUPER, DUPER IMPORTANT FOR MY FELLOW #DISABLED PEEPS! #CripTheVote and #DisabledTwitter y’all may want to join us for this #MacroSW chat :-)

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @buffaloM3L: Goodnight and thank you to the participants and hosts for a great chat this evening! Let’s go Buffalo! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Next week’s topic: Public Transit and Macro Social Work: A Case Study. This is grassroots community work, and will offer a look...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @safetymom4: A4 A4 The Healthy York County Coalition is a group that formed to education and collaborate in the community to promote ove...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Good night #macrosw friends! https://t.co/dlqkUogHaM

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK4999 #MacroSW coliation building is good for the community. https://t.co/oHGFdybuhm
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Elizabe87201479: Thanks for the chat! Very informative!! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Wow, this has been an incredible #MacroSW chat :-) Thanks everyone!!!!!! :-) https://t.co/AU301K64R5

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Good night #macrosw friends!
https://t.co/dlqkUogHaM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: Another awesome and productive #MacroSW! Thanks, everyone! Keep doing great work!
https://t.co/7DXGDbR9IA

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HaloWeenRainbow: Good night everyone! Thanks for sharing so many great ideas! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VKrnjaich: Such a great chat tonight! Thank you @bougieandfrugal #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @KristenTorresDC: A4: Some great coalitions to follow on Twitter! @4juvjustice @CoalitionHN @fams2gether @SBCCoalition @ChildWelfareHub...

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
Thank you guys for having us tonight #Macrosw #Sw4999
https://t.co/lCSWGJdE4s
UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @bougieandfrugal: @emschaffstall If you are in buffalo you are welcome to come to some of mine! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @CalvinWill_93: Thank you everyone for the chat this evening #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @bougieandfrugal: @emschaffstall If you are in buffalo you are welcome to come to some of mine! #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @bougieandfrugal: @emschaffstall If you are in buffalo you are welcome to come to some of mine! #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @rebecca42309992: A4. I work at a health center. Our goal is to provide care to those in need in Buffalo and other parts of the world. W...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @bougieandfrugal: #macroSW https://t.co/4gCSSWy2k0

greer. @bougieandfrugal

RT @kiddlebee2: Q4: The Fatherhood coalition offers expansion for outreach programs and services for fathers. It is generating some amazin...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @TFlower29170309: @UBSSW A4: One that I'm aware of in the Detroit area, because I utilize their services as a person with a visual disab...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @bougieandfrugal: @emschaffstall If you are in buffalo you are welcome to come to some of mine! #macroSW

greer. @bougieandfrugal

RT @rebecca42309992: A4. I work at a health center. Our goal is to provide care to those in need in Buffalo and other parts of the world. W...

ceccile crowley @ceccilecrowley8

To address an urgent situation, to empower individuals in the community, provide services, and to be efficient #macroSW
greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @TFlower29170309: @UBSSW A4: One that I'm aware of in the Detroit area, because I utilize their services as a person with a visual disab...

17 minutes ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Always come back to a shared vision/goal/outcome - why formed in the first place? What must be achieved or changed? #M...

16 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@bougieandfrugal I repeat: You are Supreme, @bougieandfrugal ! #MacroSW https://t.co/oTpUKOlV3Z

16 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: THIS IS SUPER, DUPER IMPORTANT FOR MY FELLOW #DISABLED PEEPS! #CripTheVote and #DisabledTwitter y'all may want to join...

16 minutes ago

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @UBSSW: The transcript of this chat will have a link in the blog post tonight and be listed in the chat archives tomorrow. https://t.co/...

15 minutes ago

Krista Mariano @kristamariano
A3: Collaboration helps ensure that there are many diverse ideas and strategies. Collectively, you would be able to be more confident in a decision or idea if numerous groups agree. #macrosw

13 minutes ago

greer. @bougieandfrugal
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Wow, this has been an incredible #MacroSW chat :-) Thanks everyone!!!!! :-) https://t.co/AU301K64R5

13 minutes ago
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